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Abstract
This thesis studies fault-tolerant co-ordination and synchronisation in distributed systems.
Such systems are prevalent in computing today: they range from large-scale communications
networks to integrated hardware circuits. In essence, a distributed system consists of
independent computational entities called nodes that solve some task together. In such a
system, a common notion of time is critical for ensuring correct co-ordination and scheduling
of actions.
However, distributed systems are prone to scenarios in which the system may experience
arbitrary transient failures, for example, due to various external disruptions. During a transient
failure, the system ceases to operate correctly for some time which may put the system into an
inconsistent state or even permanently damage parts of the system. In particular, the nodes in
the system can lose synchrony. This thesis proposes synchronisation and scheduling
algorithms that efﬁ ciently recover from such failures.
The ﬁ rst part of this thesis considers self-stabilising Byzantine fault-tolerant algorithms.
This means that we assume a strong adversarial fault model: the system starts from an arbitrary
initial state and a large fraction of the nodes may be faulty. The faulty nodes may exhibit
arbit ra ry mis be h av io ur, a nd in p a rt ic ul a r, g iv e inc o ns is t e nt inf o rma t io n t o o t h e r no d e s . In t h is
setting, we study the synchronous counting problem, which is a basic primitive for establishing
a so-called digital clock. The task is to guarantee that eventually all correct nodes agree on a
steadily-progressing counter value regardless of the behaviour of faulty nodes and the initial
state of the system.
The main contribution of the ﬁ rst part is an array of techniques for designing fast and
communication-efﬁ cient counting algorithms. In particular, we provide deterministic
algorithms with asymptotically optimal stabilisation time and optimal resilience. That is, the
algorithms quickly converge to correct behaviour and tolerate the largest possible number of
faulty nodes. Compared to prior work, our solutions give an exponential improvement in the
number of bits stored and transmitted by each node without resorting to randomisation or
suboptimal resilience.
The second part of this thesis investigates computational algorithm design and synthesis
techniques. That is, we show how to automatically construct correct algorithms or prove their
non-existence using computers. This is particularly attractive in the context of fault-tolerant
systems, in which ﬁ nding correct solutions is often a difﬁ cult task. We propose synthesis
techniques based on propositional satisﬁability solvers that yield novel state-optimal counting
algorithms and tight bounds on the exact time complexity of distributed graph colouring.
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Tiivistelmä
Tämä väitöstyö tutkii vikasietoisia algoritmeja koordinointi- ja ajastusongelmiin hajautetuissa
jä r je s t e l m i s s ä . H a ja u t e t ut jä r je s t e l m ä t k o o s t uv a t i t s e n ä i s i s t ä l a s k e n t a y k s i k ö i s t ä e l i s o l m u i s t a ,
joiden tavoite on suorittaa jokin tehtävä yhdessä. Esimerkkejä tälläisistä järjestelmistä ovat
niin tietokone- ja viestintäverkot kuin erilaiset digitaalipiirit. Näissä järjestelmissä erityisesti
solmujen tahdistus on tärkeää, jotta solmujen toiminnot suoritetaan oikeassa järjestyksessä.
Hajautetut järjestelmät ovat usein alttiita vikatiloille, jotka voivat johtua ulkoisista tai
sisäisistä häiriöistä. Häiriöiden johdosta järjestelmä voi hetkellisesti lakata toimimasta oikein,
joutua sisäisesti ristiriitaiseen tilaan tai jopa osittain vaurioitua pysyvästi. Erityisesti
vikatilanteissa solmut voivat ajautua epätahtiin aiheuttaen ongelmia toimintojen
koordinoinnissa. Tässä työssä esitetään hajautettuja tahdistus- ja ajastusalgoritmeja, jotka
toipuvat virhetilanteista tehokkaasti.
Työn ensimmäisessä osassa tarkastellaan itsestabiloivia algoritmeja, jotka sietävät
bysanttilaisia vikoja. Tämä tarkoittaa, että järjestelmän alkutila on mielivaltainen ja suuri osa
solmuista voi olla pysyvästi viallisia. Vialliset solmut voivat poiketa määritellystä protokollasta
mielivaltaisella tavalla sekä lähettää epäkonsistenttia ja väärää informaatiota muille
järjestelmän solmuille. Tämän vahvan vikamallin puitteissa kehitämme synkronisia laskureita,
jotka ovat eräs tapa muodostaa jaettu digitaalinen kello. Synkroninen laskuri takaa, että mikä
tahansa onkaan järjestelmän alkutila ja miten tahansa vialliset solmut käyttäytyvät, lopulta
kaikilla ehjillä solmuilla on yhtenäinen käsitys tasaisesti etenevän laskurin arvosta.
Työssä esitellään menetelmiä nopeiden ja kommunikaatiotehokkaiden synkronisten
laskurien suunnitteluun. Kehitämme deterministisiä laskureita, jotka stabiloituvat
as ymp t o o t t is e s t i o p t imaal is e s s a ajas s a s e kä s ie t äv ät s uurimman mah d o l l is e n määrän v ial l is ia
solmuja. Aiempiin ratkaisuihin verrattuna työssä esitetyt algoritmit vaativat
eksponentiaalisesti vähemmän bittejä solmun tilan ja lähetettyjen viestien koodaukseen, eikä
algoritmien tarvitse turvautua satunnaisuuteen tai tinkiä vikasietoisuudesta.
Työn toinen osa keskittyy laskennalliseen algoritmisuunnitteluun. Kehitämme
tietokoneavusteisia menetelmiä, joilla voi automaattisesti konstruoida oikeellisia hajautettuja
algoritmeja tai osoittaa, että halutunlaisia algoritmeja ei ole olemassa. Nämä menetelmät
s o v e l t u v a t e r i t y i s e s t i v i k a s i e t o i s t e n jä r j e s t e l m i e n s u u n n i t t e l uu n , s i l l ä o i k e e l l i s t e n a l g o ri t m i e n
kehittäminen vahvoissa vikamalleissa on usein vaikeaa. Esitämme kuinka hyödyntää
propositiologiikan toteutuvuusratkaisimia tilaoptimaalisten laskurien tuottamiseen sekä
verkon värityksen tarkan aikavaativuuden laskemiseen.
A v a i n s a n a t hajautetut algoritmit, vikasietoisuus, synkronointi
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1. Introduction

In this chapter, we first introduce the central themes and concepts of this
thesis: synchronisation, coordination, and fault-tolerance in distributed
computing and automated design of distributed algorithms. After this, we
give a brief outline of the remainder of this thesis and its main results.

1.1

Distributed computing

Distributed systems are ubiquitous in computing today: they range from
distributed databases to cloud services, and from large communications
networks to integrated hardware circuits. In essence, a distributed system
consists of several independent computing nodes that solve a task together.
Typically, the nodes share and exchange information with each other by
sending messages via communication links.
In comparison to sequential or centralised computing, distributed computing concerns itself with several unique issues [91, 103], such as
• incomplete knowledge of inputs,

• the use of communication as a resource,
• redundancy and fault-tolerance,
• timing and synchrony, and

• the difficulty of designing correct algorithms.
This thesis focuses on the last four issues: we consider communicationefficient and fault-tolerant algorithms for establishing synchrony and a
shared notion of time in distributed systems. In addition, we investigate
synthesis techniques which can be used to automatically design provablycorrect distributed algorithms.
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1.2

Synchronisation and coordination

When building a distributed system that can be used to complete meaningful high-level tasks, we must first solve various low-level problems related
to coordination, resource allocation, or management of the network [91].
In large communication networks, synchronisation is particularly important in various communication tasks, where a common time base is often
needed for scheduling transmissions and decoding transmitted signals correctly. On the other hand, in parallel and distributed computing, processes
need to coordinate their access to shared resources to avoid, for example,
race conditions, livelocks, and deadlocks that prevent the system from
functioning correctly.
To model numerous issues related to distributed computing, there exist
a wide spectrum of different models of distributed computation with different assumptions on synchrony (asynchronous, synchronous, partially
synchronous and bounded-delay) and means of communications (messagepassing, shared memory) [91, 103].
From an algorithm designer’s perspective, it is often convenient to assume fully-synchronous models of computing, which abstract away many
details and phenomena related to handling communication and synchronisation. However, in practice, distributed systems are more akin to being
asynchronous and do not operate in such tight synchrony: some nodes may
process data faster, some communication links may be slower than others
due to congestion, and so on. Indeed, establishing synchrony and reliable
timing is one of the major research topics in distributed computing [91].
For example, in the context of distributed graph algorithms [103, 111],
synchronous message-passing models of communication are often used.
Here, the computation proceeds in discrete, synchronous communication
rounds where all the nodes perform the following actions in lock-step:
1. send messages to other nodes,
2. receive messages from other nodes,
3. update their local state.
While details vary on what knowledge is available to the nodes (e.g. information about the network topology, unique identifiers or other symmetrybreaking information), the typical assumption is that all nodes start simultaneously executing the algorithm from a specific initial state in the
first round. Thus, after each step, the nodes know how many rounds of
the algorithm have been executed so far and always perform the above

12
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actions in the same order. Despite real systems tending to behave more as
asynchronous systems, it is still nevertheless possible to implement such a
round-based model in the asynchronous setting if all nodes work correctly
and communication links are reliable by using, for example, various types
of synchronisers [91, 103].
However, distributed systems are often prone to various failures, which
can break the assumed guarantees on synchrony and reliable communication. For example, the communication network may partially fail, leading
to some communication links becoming unavailable or the loss and corruption of transmitted information. Moreover, some nodes may simply
become unresponsive, crash or behave inconsistently due to e.g. various
hardware or software failures, which can disrupt the correct functioning of
the system.

1.3

Fault-tolerance

Unlike the case of centralised computing, where a single fault or bug may
crash the entire system and prevent any work being done before the source
of failure is fixed, distributed systems are often able to cope with various
types of faults. Indeed, one of the advantages of distributed computing is
the fault-tolerance provided by redundancy: even if some of the computers
fail, others may still get the work done.
There exists a wide spectrum of different types of failures in distributed
computing [9]. In short, failures can be classified into two classes: transient
failures and permanent failures. Transient failures affect the system for
a while, that is, within a bounded time nodes start operating correctly
again. However, transient failures may leave the system in an arbitrary
(inconsistent) state. In terms of synchrony, this can imply that all nodes
will suddenly have a different notion on what the current time is.
Permanent failures, on the other hand, can affect the system indefinitely:
some nodes may stop functioning correctly at any point in time and start
providing inconsistent and incorrect information to other nodes. A typical
way to model permanent failures is to assume that some subset of the
nodes in the system may have arbitrary misbehaviour.
In this work, we consider two ways to model and handle such failures:
self-stabilisation for transient failures and Byzantine fault-tolerance for
permanent failures.
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1.3.1

Self-stabilisation

Self-stabilisation is a fault-tolerance paradigm that can be used to cope
with transient failures [51]. Transient failures can be caused by various
temporary conditions, such as power outages and network connectivity
issues, or single event upsets and other soft errors. For example, coping
with radiation-induced soft errors has become a major concern in the
context of hardware circuits [109]. Such faults may put the system in
an incorrect state and prevent the system from functioning as intended.
Thus, robust recovery from such failures is essential particularly in various
safety-critical applications operating in extreme environments, such as
aerospace applications.
In order to model the effects of transient failures, it is assumed that the
failure can arbitrarily modify the state of the system, that is, corrupt the
local state of each individual nodes in an unpredictable manner. Here,
the local state of an individual node consists of its local variables. One
approach to handle and detect transient failures is to periodically check
whether the system is in a correct state: it is possible to verify the global
system state by checking the local states of all nodes, and then if necessary, initiate a recovery mechanism. While this is easy in a centralised
manner, for example, by gathering all information of the system to a single
node (assuming the node is otherwise behaving correctly), it is obviously
inefficacious in a distributed system.
In a seminal paper [39], Dijkstra introduced the concept of self-stabilising
algorithms. Dijkstra proposed to design distributed algorithms in a manner
that does not require explicit checking of the global state in order to recover
from an incorrect state. Instead, each node performs local actions based on
locally available information so that the system is eventually guaranteed
to behave correctly.
More formally, a distributed algorithm is self-stabilising if it satisfies the
convergence and closure properties [3]:
1. Convergence: Starting from an arbitrary initial state of the system,
the system converges to a legitimate state in finite time.
2. Closure: If the system is in a legitimate state, then it will remain in
a legitimate state unless a new transient fault occurs.
Thus, whenever a transient failure occurs, no matter how it corrupts
the state of the system, a self-stabilising algorithm eventually recovers
the system assuming the program code itself is not corrupted. In the next
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section, we discuss how to cover cases where the program code may also
become corrupted.

1.3.2

Byzantine faults

Whereas self-stabilisation deals with transient faults and failures, Byzantine faults model permanent faults, where some nodes may have incorrect
behaviour for an arbitrarily long period of time. Thus, permanent faults
need not be temporal but can persist indefinitely long until the faulty
components of the system are repaired or replaced.
Perhaps the most common example of a permanent fault is a crash fault:
a node may suddenly stop processing data or become unresponsive due to
hardware or software bugs. However, permant faults are not necessarily
as benign as crash faults. For example, faults in communication channels
may lead to omitted messages or even erroneus messages. Thus, a node
may receive unreliable or incorrect data over its communication channels.
In order to handle the vast array of different types of faults, we opt to
assume a very general category of node-based faults: Byzantine faults.
That is, some of the nodes may exhibit arbitrary misbehaviour. In this
work, such nodes are called Byzantine or simply referred to as faulty nodes;
the former nomenclature is derived from the Byzantine generals problem
introduced by Lamport et al. [84]. Note that while we assume that the
nodes in the network may exhibit faults, this approach also covers faulty
communication links: if a communication link loses or corrupts data, we
can simply consider the sender as a faulty node.
In order to reason about Byzantine faults, it is often convenient to assume
that an adversary controls the faulty nodes and tries to prevent the system
from functioning properly. This means that the faulty nodes can also collude together in order to disrupt the behaviour of the system. For example,
one can imagine that a malicious attacker gains control of some parts of
the distributed system. Depending on the setting, the adversary may have
different information at its disposal. In its simplest (and strongest) form,
the adversary knows everything about the system.
We stress that an adversary is often just a tool of thought. In some
applications, such as hardware circuits, it may feel rather fanciful to
assume that a malicious party gains access to only some of the nodes on
the circuit. In any case, the notion of adversarial behaviour remains useful:
if the algorithm tolerates such pathologically faulty behaviour, then surely
it can cope with more benign faults as well.
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1.4

Agreement and coordination tasks

This section introduces four different agreement and coordination tasks
in distributed systems: consensus, counting, pulse synchronisation, and
graph colouring.

1.4.1

Consensus and Byzantine agreement

Reaching agreement in a distributed fashion is perhaps the most fundamental problem in distributed computing. In this section, we consider the
classical consensus problem which deals with the question of how to make
a common decision in the presence of faults: given that some of the nodes
in the system may be faulty, how to decide on a course of action proposed
by a correct node without letting the faulty nodes influence the decision.
The study of consensus and related agreement problems under Byzantine
faults was initiated by Pease, Shostak and Lamport [84, 102]. Since then,
consensus and various other agreement problems have been studied under
numerous different settings [5, 11, 16, 18, 25, 41, 49, 50, 54, 58, 62, 63, 76,
78, 96, 97, 100, 105].
In the most basic version of consensus, we have a fully-connected system
of n nodes out of which f may be faulty. Each node i has a private input
value xi 2 {0, 1} and the task is for each correct node to output a value
yi 2 {0, 1} such that the following conditions hold:

• Agreement: Each correct node i outputs the same value y = yi ,

• Validity: If all correct nodes have the same input value x, then y = x.
• Termination: All correct nodes decide on an output value and stop.

Observe that in this variant of the consensus problem, while we have
nodes with faulty behaviour, we do not impose the requirement of selfstabilisation: all correct nodes start executing the algorithm simultaneously from a fixed initial state which is determined by the input value. Selfstabilising variants of consensus have also been considered [2, 37, 40, 52],
but in the context of self-stabilisation, the termination property cannot
meaningfully be fulfilled.
The celebrated impossibility result by Fischer, Lynch and Paterson [63]
shows that there is no deterministic protocol that always terminates even
in the setting where we can have at most one faulty node that may crash.
Interestingly, Ben-Or [16] and Rabin [105] showed that if randomisation is
permitted, then the lower bound can be circumvented: there exist Byzan-
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tine fault-tolerant consensus protocols that reach agreement and terminate
with probability one in the asynchronous setting. For further discussion,
Aspnes [4] surveys randomised asynchronous consensus protocols.
In the synchronous setting, where the computation proceeds in discrete
synchronous rounds, consensus and related problems can be solved without
randomisation [84, 102]. However, solving the problem deterministically
requires f + 1 synchronous communication rounds if there are f faulty
nodes [1, 50, 62, 96]. Therefore, randomisation is needed to achieve faster
consensus algorithms [11, 16, 58, 105]. For deterministic algorithms, it
is necessary and sufficient to communicate ⇥(nf ) bits [19, 49], but once
again, randomness can also be used to break these bounds [78]. Moreover,
no protocol can tolerate more than f < n/3 Byzantine failures unless
some assumptions are made to restrict how the Byzantine nodes can
forge messages [102]. By contrast, Katz and Koo [76] show how to attain
constant expected time agreement in the case f < n/2 using cryptographic
assumptions. For further discussion on synchronous agreement problems,
see the survey by Raynal [106].

1.4.2

Counting and digital clock synchronisation

The main problem studied in this work is the so-called synchronous counting problem, which is also known as the digital clock synchronisation
problem [17, 46, 51, 53, 72]. As in the case of consensus, this problem is
a synchronous agreement problem where we aim to tolerate Byzantine
faulty nodes. However, unlike in consensus, we also have the additional
requirement of self-stabilisation. Thus, this problem combines two types of
failure models: transient and permanent failures. In a sense, this problem
captures the difficulty of reaching agreement on time in a system that
already has some degree of synchronisation available.
More precisely, we study the problem in the synchronous model in which
we have no guarantees on the initial state of the system: the computation
proceeds in discrete rounds where nodes (1) send messages, (2) receive
messages, and (3) update their local state in lock-step. Since the system
has an arbitrary initial state, the nodes do not necessarily agree on what is
the current round number. However, many distributed algorithms, such as
some of the consensus protocols discussed above, rely on all nodes executing
certain sets of actions on different rounds in a coordinated fashion.
The goal of the counting problem is to establish a Byzantine fault-tolerant
synchronous round counter in a self-stabilising manner: eventually, all
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correct nodes should agree on the current round number, and from then
on, start incrementing the round numbers in unison. Put otherwise, after
a finite number of communication rounds, all correct nodes in agreement
assign a label for each synchronous round, where the label is a value
from the set {0, . . . , c

1} and c > 1 is a given parameter. These labels

yield a logical clock for the distributed system provided that some degree
of synchronisation is already present. Chapter 2 further discusses the
counting problem.

1.4.3

Pulse synchronisation

Assuming that we have a solution to the counting problem, we still need a
way to establish enough synchrony among the nodes to run the counting
algorithms. For example, in order to simulate synchronous rounds, it
suffices that the nodes have some degree of synchronisation e.g. in the
form of a pulse signal that designates the start of a new round. Once nodes
receive a suitable signal to start a new round, they can exchange messages
and update their states in almost lock-step. However, it is not a priori
obvious how to attain even such a rudimentary level of synchronisation in
a self-stabilising and Byzantine fault-tolerant way.
Fortunately, the initial synchronisation can be attained by solving the
pulse synchronisation problem [38, 43, 45]. The pulse synchronisation
problem is studied in the bounded-delay model, where the system behaves
otherwise asynchronously, except that there is a guarantee that messages
between two correct nodes arrive within a bounded time.
More precisely, the setting is as follows: each node has its own hardware
clock that it can use to measure time. However, the clocks of different
nodes may progress at different speeds due to clock drift. Despite this, the
task is to have all correct nodes eventually output well-separated pulses
at roughly the same time despite the behaviour of the faulty nodes and
the initial state. Put otherwise, all correct nodes should generate a pulse
within a small time window, and then, wait for some (but not too long)
time before a new pulse is generated to allow nodes to simulate a single
synchronous round between two successive pulses.
The pulse synchronisation problem is closely related to the self-stabilising
Byzantine fault-tolerant clock synchronisation problem [53]. The clock
synchronisation has been widely studied in various settings and different
fault models [43, 83, 92, 110, 115]. Attiya and Ellen [8] overview impossibility results related to clock synchronization and Dolev et al. [44] survey
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fault-tolerant distributed pulse and clock synchronisation algorithms in
the context of hardware circuits.

1.4.4

Graph colouring

Graph colouring is one of the most fundamental symmetry-breaking and
scheduling problems in the field of distributed graph algorithms. In distributed graph colouring, the task is to assign labels to each node in the
communication graph such that any two nodes connected by an edge in the
communication graph are assigned different labels called colours. Usually,
the task is to minimise the total number of different labels used.
Once the communication graph has been coloured, each colour class
consists of an independent set: if we take all the nodes with a fixed colour k,
then by definition, there exist no edges among the nodes with this colour.
Thus, colouring can be used to establish locally conflict-free schedules. For
example, a colouring can be used as a schedule for running greedy graph
algorithms for various combinatorial graph problems [111]. Moreover,
colouring subgraphs is often used as a symmetry-breaking routine in many
distributed graph algorithms [6, 36, 66, 101].
In the context of colouring, the communication graph is typically assumed
to be sparse, as dense networks cannot be coloured with a small number
of colours. In addition, since colouring is NP-hard in general [67], it is
already difficult to solve efficiently in the centralised setting. Therefore,
the distributed variant usually considers the task of finding colourings
where the number of colours is a function of the maximum degree
graph, as any graph admits a colouring that uses at most

of the

+ 1 colours.

Distributed graph colouring, its numerous variants, and related problems have been widely studied in the context of distributed and local
algorithms [12, 14, 15, 26, 34, 70, 81, 90, 98, 108, 112]. See the monograph
by Barenboim and Elkin [13] for a comprehensive survey on the topic.

1.5

Automated design and verification of algorithms

One of the key challenges in distributed computing is the difficulty of
reasoning about the behaviour of distributed algorithms [91, 103]. This
issue is highlighted even more so in the design of robust fault-tolerant
systems, as there are a vast array of different failure scenarios that can
occur. In particular, if there are no guarantees on how the system is ini-
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tialised (self-stabilisation) or whether the nodes may have faulty – and
potentially adversarial – misbehaviour (Byzantine faults), designing algorithms that handle any given scenario can be a daunting task. Moreover,
proving that an algorithm always works can become very onerous; more
often than not, promising algorithm candidates fail due to inconspicuous
but unpredictable corner cases.
In addition to the traditional pen-and-paper method of writing humanreadable proofs, there has been considerable work in developing automated
techniques for verifying the correctness of distributed algorithms and
understanding their limits. For example, when employing model checking
tools [32], the algorithm designer writes a formal specification of the
desired behaviour of the system. Then any algorithm candidate can be
tested to check whether it satisfies the specification, that is, behaves as
intended.
While this approach frees the algorithm designer from the burden of
proving an algorithm correct, the task of writing a correct specification and
coming up with a prospective algorithm still remains. The idea of algorithm
synthesis is to take automation one step further: given a specification of
the desired behaviour, let the computer find an algorithm that matches
the specification. The idea of synthesising circuits was already proposed
by Church [28, 29, 113] in the 1950s.
While synthesis is attractive on a conceptual level, as the hard work of
algorithm design is outsourced to a computer, it is often either undecidable,
intractable, or simply difficult to achieve [60, 99, 104]. Nevertheless,
various techniques for synthesis and automated discovery of distributed
and parallel algorithms do exist [7, 10, 22, 30, 57, 59, 61, 73, 93], and
synthesis techniques have also been used to convert non-self-stabilising
algorithms to self-stabilising ones [79].
In this thesis, we showcase how bounded synthesis techniques can be
built on top of propositional satisfiability solvers [21]. Satisfiability solvers
have been used in a wide variety of synthesis problems ranging from
synthesis of circuits [23, 65, 69, 74, 80] and sorting networks [27, 95] to
synthesis of local graph algorithms [71, 108]. Publication I uses satisfiability solvers for synthesising self-stabilising Byzantine fault-tolerant
algorithms, whereas Publication III gives a novel way to synthesise lower
bounds for local graph algorithms.
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1.6

Outline and key results

This section overviews the structure of this thesis and its main results. The
thesis consists of two parts. The first part covers algorithmic techniques
for designing efficient fault-tolerant synchronisation routines; we discuss
these in Chapters 2 and 3. The second part consists of Chapter 4, where
we study computational algorithm design and synthesis techniques for
distributed algorithms.
Basic techniques for counting.

Chapter 2 introduces the basic concepts

and techniques related to the counting problem. We discuss the close connection between counting and the classical consensus problem. We will see
that counting solves consesus and vice versa, while it is not known whether
the problems are equally hard in terms of communication complexity and
exact time complexity.
The chapter also summarises the state-of-the-art results in counting and
overviews different approaches that underlie many of these algorithms.
First, we show how to solve counting with randomised algorithms using socalled weak shared coins. This technique yields counting algorithms with
bounded expected stabilisation time; once the algorithm stabilises, randomisation does not play a role anymore. Second, we show how to design
deterministic counting algorithms. It turns out that so-called weak counters and consensus routines are a key technique for devising deterministic
algorithms that are communication-efficient.
Advanced techniques for counting.

Chapter 3 introduces the novel results

and techniques obtained in Publication I and Publication II. In particular, we discuss the recursive resilience boosting technique which can be
used to obtain quickly-stabilising weak counters that use only a small
number of state bits. These yield fast deterministic algorithms with low
communication overhead as well. We give the following key result:
Theorem 1. For all integers c, n > 1 and f < n/3, there exists a deterministic f -resilient synchronous c-counter that runs on n nodes, stabilises
in asymptotically optimal O(f ) rounds, and uses O(log2 f + log c) bits to
encode the state of a node and any message broadcast by a node.
Here, f -resilient means that the algorithm tolerates f faulty nodes.
We show how to use similar ideas to also improve the communication
complexity of counting after stabilisation. Together with the above result,
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we can obtain polynomially-sized counters that have optimal resilience and
asymptotically optimal communication after the counters have stabilised:
Corollary 1. For any n > 1, f = b(n 1)/3c and c = nO(1) that is an integer

multiple of n, there exists a synchronous c-counter that runs on n nodes,
has optimal resilience f , stabilises in ⇥(n) rounds, requires O(log2 n) bits
to encode the state of a node, and for which after stabilisation correct nodes
broadcast (asymptotically optimal) O(1) bits every ⇥(n) rounds.
Chapter 3 also discusses randomised sampling techniques to reduce
the number of messages sent in each round. Here, each node needs to
send O(n polylog n) messages instead of O(n2 ) messages, but the counters
only have probabilistic guarantees for working correctly. That is, we get
probabilistic counters that with high probability stabilise in O(f ) rounds
and behave correctly for polynomially many rounds afterwards.
The sampling technique can also be used to obtain pseudo-random counters for randomly sampled communication networks with polylogarithmic
average degree assuming an oblivious adversary. Finally, we discuss how
to employ counting algorithms designed for fully-connected networks in
networks with sufficiently high connectivity for deterministic stabilisation.
Synthesis of distributed algorithms.

Chapter 4 presents the synthesis

techniques and results that appear in Publication I and Publication III.
Here the idea is to use computer search to help with the design efficient
distributed algorithms, as finding exactly optimal complexity parameters
for the algorithms is difficult by manual means; often the only approach
for this is a systematic search through all possible algorithm candidates.
We discuss how to apply propositional satisfiability solvers and techniques built on top of them to synthesise self-stabilising Byzantine faulttolerant algorithms. In particular, we show state-optimal counting algorithms for the case of f = 1 faulty node. These algorithms can be used
in conjunction with the recursive resilience boosting techniques to obtain
small-state algorithms for f > 1.
Finally, we overview computational techniques for attaining exactly
tight lower bounds for a symmetry-breaking and scheduling primitive
in sparsely-connected distributed systems: graph colouring in directed
cycles, paths and trees. In particular, we introduce the concept of successor
graphs, which is helpful in deriving lower bounds for colouring algorithms.
Previously, seminal work in local distributed algorithms [34, 90, 98, 112]
established that 3-colouring in directed cycles takes
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nication rounds. In this thesis, we use successor graphs and computational
algorithm design techniques together with a careful analysis of a colour
reduction algorithm by Naor and Stockmeyer [99] to close this gap. In
particular, we give the following result:
Theorem 2. For infinitely many values of n, it takes exactly

1
2

log⇤ n com-

munication rounds to compute a 3-colouring of a directed n-coloured path.

1.7

Preliminaries

Before proceeding further, we overview some basic notation and definitions
used in the subsequent chapters.
Sets and graphs.

{0, 1, . . . , k

For every positive integer k, we use the notation [k] =

1} to denote the set of first k non-negative integers. A graph

G = (V, E) consists of the set V of vertices (or nodes) and the set E ✓

{{u, v} : u, v 2 V } of edges. Two nodes u and v are said to be adjacent if

there exists an edge {u, v} 2 E. The degree of a node v 2 V is the number of

edges associated to it, that is, the size of the set {e 2 E : e = {u, v}, u 6= v}.
The log-star function.

In order to define the log-star function that appears

in the Theorem 2, we first define the iterated logarithm as
log(0) (x) = x,
log(i+1) (x) = log(i) (log x) for all i

0.

Now the log-star function is log⇤ x = min{i : log(i) x  1}. Here, the
logarithms are in base 2.
Model of computation.

We study synchronous message-passing models of

distributed computation. The distributed system is modelled as a graph
G = (V, E), where each node v 2 V is an independent computational entity.

Any edge {u, v} 2 E in the graph denotes a communication link between

the nodes u and v. Two nodes that are connected by an edge can directly
communicate with each other by sending messages.
Unlike in centralised computing, where the focus is on how much computation (e.g., arithmetic operations) and memory (stored bits) are needed,
the key resource in distributed computing is communication. Typically,
the bottleneck in distributed systems turns out to be the communication
medium: sending data through communication links usually takes much
more time than performing any computation locally. Thus, we assume that
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local computation is free, and instead focus on how large and how many
messages are needed to solve given problems.
In the synchronous message-passing model, all nodes receive a global
clock pulse and perform the following actions in lock-step:
1. send messages to adjacent nodes via communication links,
2. receive messages from adjacent nodes,
3. update local state based on the received messages.
We assume that each node runs a finite-state machine whose state is updated according to its previous state and the messages received. However,
in the self-stabilising setting, we assume that the initial state of each node
is arbitrarily chosen.
We mostly examine the time, bit and state complexities of algorithms.
Time complexity measures how many synchronous communication rounds
are needed to solve a problem, whereas the bit complexity denotes the total
number of bits that need to be transmitted. By contrast, the message size
refers to the maximum number of bits sent by any node to another node
during a single communication round.
The state complexity of an algorithm is the maximum number of states
any node can have when running the algorithm. That is, how many states
there are in the finite-state machine executed by a node. Depending on
the context, we will either measure the state complexity by counting the
maximum number of bits needed to encode the state or simply as the
maximum number of states in the state machine. We use the first measure
when we do asymptotic analysis, and refer to the total number of states
only when we are interested in the exact number of states when discussing
synthesised state-optimal algorithms.
Later, in Chapter 3 we will also consider the synchronous pulling model.
In this model, we do not constrain the topology of the communication
graph. Instead we consider a fully-connected network, but the nodes first
choose, for example, randomly a subset of nodes from which they request
information. We define this model, and any other relevant notions, in the
following chapters as needed.
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This chapter introduces the counting problem studied in Publication I
and Publication II. We begin with the formal definition of the problem in
Section 2.1 and then discuss the close connection between counting and
the classical consensus problem in Section 2.2. Section 2.3 reviews prior
results and the new results obtained in Publication I and Publication II.
The remaining two sections focus on fundamental algorithmic techniques
for counting. Section 2.4 considers how to use randomisation to solve the
problem, whereas in Section 2.5 focuses on deterministic algorithms.

2.1

The problem definition

In the (synchronous) c-counting problem, we are given a complete network
of n nodes, where all nodes receive synchronised and well-separated clock
pulses (also called ticks or beats) regularly. Up to f of the nodes may be
Byzantine faulty, that is, have arbitrary behaviour, and the initial state of
every node is arbitrary. The task is to design an algorithm that guarantees
the following: starting from any initial state of the system, eventually
all correct nodes start counting the received synchronised clock pulses
modulo c in agreement. See Figure 2.1 for an illustration.
As the name suggests, we assume the synchronous model of computation.
That is, the computation and communication proceed in discrete rounds,
where each round starts when a clock pulse is received. In addition, it is
guaranteed that the next pulse will not occur before all local computations
and messages sent during this round have reached their destinations.
Now the task is simply to start labelling each round with a round number.
This task is also often called digital clock synchronisation [17, 46, 72], since
the labels can viewed as giving a shared, discrete (digital) clock for all the
correct nodes.
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Figure 2.1. An execution of a synchronous counting algorithm for n = 4, f = 1 and c = 3.
Each column corresponds to a single clock pulse and rows correspond to nodes.
The numbers indicate the label output by a node for the given pulse. Initially,
the outputs are not feasible, but after four rounds the execution stabilises as
all correct nodes agree on the output.

Complexity measures.

We characterise the complexity of synchronous

counting algorithms in terms several parameters. Informally, these parameters are
• the stabilisation time t: how many rounds does it takes to start
counting correctly,

• the resiliency f : how many faults are tolerated,

• the number s of state bits: the maximum number of bits any node
remembers between subsequent rounds, and

• the message size m: the maximum number of bits a node sends in
each round.

For the sake of completeness, and to have precise definitions for the above
measures, we give a brief formal definition for the model of computation,
counting problem, and counting algorithms.
Algorithms and executions.

We define an algorithm for a network with n

nodes as a tuple A = hX, M, g, µ, pi, where X is the set of states any node
can have, M is the set of messages a node can send, g : [n] ⇥ X ⇥ M n ! X

is the state transition function, µ : [n] ⇥ X ! M is the message function,
and p : [n] ⇥ X ! [c] is the output function.

The state transition function g maps the state of a node and the messages

it received in the round r to a new state for the next round r + 1. The
message function gives the message µ(v, x) which is broadcast when a node
v makes a transition to state x. Finally, the output function p gives the
output value p(v, x) when the node v is in state x. Thus, if node v has state
x(v, r) in round r, then p(v, x(v, r)) will be the output counter value. In the
following, we use the shorthand a(v, r) = p(v, x(v, r)) to indicate the output
of algorithm A in round r.
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The computation proceeds as follows. Given a set F of faulty nodes and
initial state x(v, 0) for each node v 2 V \ F , we have that for every r

0

and v 2 V \ F the messages received by node v in round r + 1 are given by
the vector m(v, r + 1) = (m0 (v, r + 1), . . . , mn

1 (v, r

+ 1)), where

mu (v, r + 1) = µ(x(u, r)) for all u 2 V \ F
and mu (v, r + 1) is arbitrary for each faulty node u 2 F . The state x(v, r + 1)

is given by the state transition function as

x(v, r + 1) = g(v, x(v, r), m(v, r + 1)).
We say that the output stabilises in time t if for all r

t it holds that

a(v, r) = a(u, r) for all u, v 2 V \ F,
where a(v, r) = p(v, x(v, r)) is the output of node v in round r. In other
words, the outputs of all correct nodes agree. Second, we require that the
output counter is incremented by one modulo c every round:
a(v, r + 1) = a(v, r) + 1 mod c for all v 2 V \ F.
We say that the algorithm A stabilises (in time t) and tolerates f faults
if for every set F satisfying |F |  f and every initial state x(v, 0) 2 X for

each v 2 V \ F , the outputs stabilise in t rounds for some finite t. The

stabilisation time of an algorithm A is the minimal t such that A stabilises
in time t and the resiliency of A is the maximum value f such that the
algorithm stabilises. The number of state bits stored between subsequent
rounds per node is s = dlog |X|e and the message size m = dlog |M |e is the
number of bits needed to encode any message.

2.2

Counting is as difficult as consensus

The counting and consensus problems are closely related. Intuitively, the
connection to consensus is clear: all correct nodes need to reach agreement
on the counter value. However, this connection can be stated in a precise
manner.
Recall from Section 1.4.1 that a correct consensus algorithm needs to
satisfy three properties: agreement, validity and termination. Moreover,
as consensus does not require self-stabilisation, the system is properly
initialised and all nodes start executing the consensus protocol simultaneously. By contrast, counting algorithms are self-stabilising, and hence,
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they do not terminate nor have a simultaneous start per se. Instead, a
self-stabilising algorithm is continuously executed guaranteeing that once
transient failures have ceased, the system will eventually converge to a
correct state.
Despite this apparent difference, we can show that counting is at least as
difficult as consensus. The following straightforward reduction is given in
Publication I for c = 2, but it is easy to generalise to hold for any c

2 [44].

Lemma 1. Let A be a synchronous c-counting algorithm that stabilises in t
rounds and communicates m bits during stabilisation. Then there exists
an algorithm A0 that solves consensus in t rounds while communicating m
bits in total.
Proof. Let x(i) = (x0 (i), . . . , xn

1 (i))

for i 2 {0, 1} denote the global state

of A, where the c-counting algorithm A has stabilised at all nodes with
output value i; a vector of such states must exist as faulty nodes can behave
as if they were correct. We can solve consensus using A as follows. Each
node v 2 [n] initialises A with state xv (bv ), where bv 2 {0, 1} is the private
input bit for node v. All nodes then execute the algorithm A for t rounds.

Since A stabilises in t rounds, all correct nodes agree on the same counter
value y 2 [c] in round t. The nodes use the value (y

t) mod 2 2 {0, 1}

as the output value for consensus. Note that the termination property is
trivially satisfied (we simply run the algorithm for t rounds) and agreement
property is satisfied, as by assumption A stabilises in t rounds. To see why
the validity property is also satisfied, note that if all nodes receive the same
input bit b 2 {0, 1} then the output value satisfies (b + t) mod c = y. In case

b = 0, we have (y

t) mod 2 = 0 and if b = 1 then (y

t) mod 2 = 1.

Lemma 1 immediately implies that several impossibility results for deterministic synchronous consensus also apply to deterministic counting.
In particular, we get the following bounds on resilience, stabilisation time,
the number of bits needed to communicate during stabilisation, and the
topology of the communication graph.
Corollary 2. No deterministic f -resilient counting algorithm
1. tolerates f

n/3 Byzantine faults [102],

2. stabilises in f rounds or less [1, 50, 62],
3. communicates o(nf ) bits during stabilisation [49],
4. stabilises in a network with vertex connectivity less than 2f + 1 [41].
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Obtaining the third bound directly for counting is fairly easy, as selfstabilising algorithms need to always verify their output, and thus, each
node essentially needs at least f + 1 bits of information to ensure that they
get a single bit from a correct node; see Section 3.3.2 for further discussion.
While the lower bounds for counting are straightforward to derive from
lower bounds for consensus, the same does not hold for upper bounds:
consensus algorithms need not be self-stabilising. However, it turns out
that counting and consensus are equivalent in terms of resilience and
asymptotic time complexity, as we will see in the following sections.

2.3

Trade-offs in complexity

In contrast to the lower-bound results discussed in Section 2.2, we now
overview state-of-the-art upper bounds for the counting problem. In particular, we give a summary of prior algorithms and compare them to the novel
results given in Publication I and Publication II; Chapter 3 will discuss
the techniques behind these results in more detail.
For now, we assume that the communication graph is fully connected,
and defer the discussion about general topologies to Section 3.5. The focus
in this and the subsequent sections will be on the time complexity and the
number of bits required for communication and local storage.

2.3.1

Prior work

There exist both randomised and deterministic algorithms for solving the
counting problem with very different characteristics in terms of stabilisation time and the number of state and message bits used.
Table 2.1 gives an overview of the complexity of prior solutions and the
new algorithms given in the thesis. As can be seen from Table 2.1, all
known algorithms exhibit clear trade-offs between the different complexity
parameters. For example, prior work shows that it is possible to attain
asymptotically optimal stabilisation time using both randomised and deterministic algorithms assuming one is willing to store and communicate a
large number of bits [17, 46]. Moreover, fast randomised solutions typically
need additional assumptions on the power of the adversary, such as private
communication links [17].
On the other hand, there are randomised algorithms where only O(log c)
bits of state suffice and there is no need to limit the adversarial behaviour
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resilience

stabilisation time

state bits

det.?

reference

f < n/3 (*)

O(1)

nO(1) (*)

no

[17]

f < n/3

O(f )

⌦(f log f )

yes

[46]

f < n/3

22(n f )

2

no

[51, 53]

7

2

yes

PI

no

PI

yes

[88]

yes

PII

f = 1, n
f < n/3
f=

n1 o(1)

f < n/3

4

min
O(f )
O(f )

2
22f +2 , 2O(f /n)

+ O(1)

1
O

⇣

log2 f
log log f
2

O(log f )

⌘

Table 2.1. Summary of counting algorithms for c = 2 for fully-connected networks. The
fourth column indicates whether the algorithm is deterministic or randomised.
The first three rows are from prior work, and the latter four results are from
Publication I, Publication II and its preliminary conference version [88]. For
randomised algorithms, the expected stabilisation time is given. The solution
from [17] uses a shared coin. “(*)” indicates that details vary, but all known
shared coins with large resilience require large states and messages. The
solution from [17] assumes an information-theoretic adversary and private
communication between correct nodes.

of the faulty nodes [51, 53] – the trade-off being that the stabilisation
time is exponential. Thus, for randomised algorithms, it can be seen that
in the one extreme it is possible to get asymptotically optimal expected
stabilisation time with a large number of state bits (required by known
implementations of shared coins) or exponential stabilisation time with an
asymptotically optimal number of state bits.
Both types of randomised counting algorithms can be derived using a
so-called shared coin (also known as a common coin). Similarly as in the
case of the consensus problem, where a Byzantine-tolerant shared coin can
be used to attain randomised consensus algorithms [16, 58, 105], it is also
possible to attain counting algorithms given self-stabilising shared coins.
Section 2.4 will discuss this technique in more detail.
In the case of deterministic algorithms, deterministic consensus routines
have been the main tool. However, efficient consensus routines are not
typically self-stabilising, which needs to be taken into account. Prior work
solved the issue by using a pipelining technique, where e.g. ⌦(n) consensus
instances are run in parallel [46]. However, this approach tends to lead to
a large number of state and communication bits, as a node needs to store
the state of each consensus instance and send the messages related to each
instance. Publication II gives a recursive technique where only O(log f )
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consensus instances are run in parallel. This leads to much more efficient
algorithms in terms of communication and number of state bits.

2.3.2

Overview of new results

The work in Publication I and Publication II studies whether it is possible
to have fast deterministic algorithms that also need to store and communicate only a few bits. The main strategy is to first attain algorithms where
nodes need to store only a small number of state bits between subsequent
rounds. If the number of bits stored locally is small, then this directly
implies that nodes need to communicate only a few bits per round: simply
broadcasting the whole state suffices (as any message a node could conceive would be based on its local state). Also implementing algorithms that
need only a few state bits is manageable: the fewer state bits needed, the
simpler the state machine implementing the algorithm will be.
In contrast to prior work, the new deterministic algorithms for any
n > 1 and f < n/3 given in Publication II need to transmit and store only
polylogarithmically many bits between rounds, that is, the messages and
state can be encoded using logO(1) f + O(log c) bits. This is an exponential
improvement compared to prior work [46]. In addition, Publication I gives
novel deterministic and randomised algorithms for the case f = 1 that
use exactly optimal number of states and only communicate at most two
bits each round. Together with the recursive resilience boosting technique
given in Publication II these can be used to produce efficient algorithms
for any n > 1 and f < n/3.

2.3.3

From weak agreement to counting

Almost all state-of-the-art counting algorithms apply algorithmic techniques of similar type. While the details of course vary, at a high level,
both randomised and deterministic algorithms are constructed by first
deriving protocols that yield some eventual weak agreement guarantees: all
correct nodes once in a while agree on some value, but not necessarily all
the time. That is, even though nodes will at some point reach agreement
on a value, there is no guarantee that the agreement will persist on subsequent rounds. However, such guarantees already give enough leverage to
construct counting algorithms.
In the randomised setting, a typical approach is to use a so-called weak
shared coin, which can be used to devise randomised counting algorithms
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in a relatively straightforward manner. On the other hand, in the deterministic setting, it turns out that having a weak counter is enough to obtain
a c-counter. In a sense, these two approaches are analogous. Both randomised and deterministic algorithms rely on the existence of coordination
routines that give one of the following weak agreement guarantees:
• A weak shared coin (randomised algorithms): eventually, all
correct nodes agree on a random bit.

• A weak ⌧ -counter (deterministic algorithms): eventually, all
correct nodes count modulo ⌧ at least for a while.

Once the nodes have access to either a weak shared coin in the randomised setting or a weak counter in the deterministic setting, it is possible to devise c-counters with asymptotically optimal stabilisation time
using only a small number of additional state and message bits. Thus, the
problem of finding efficient counting algorithms reduces to finding efficient
ways to construct either one of the two auxiliary coordination routines.
For the sake of concreteness, in the following sections we give some
simple (and not necessarily the best possible) algorithms that illustrate the
basic use of these techniques. Section 2.4 discusses how to use and obtain
weak shared coins to solve counting in a randomised fashion. Section 2.5
focuses on the deterministic algorithms that rely on weak counters. Later
in Chapter 3 we overview more refined uses of these techniques.

2.4

Randomised algorithms using weak shared coins

In this section, we first define the notion of a weak shared coin and how
to use it to solve counting. After this, we show how to obtain some shared
coin protocols that are both self-stabilising and Byzantine fault-tolerant.

2.4.1

Counting using a shared coin

A weak shared coin (also known as a common coin) is a subroutine where
each node outputs a bit with the following guarantee: for each b 2 {0, 1},
all correct nodes output the same bit b with probability at least 0 <

 1/2.

That is, it is allowed that the nodes output different random bits with
probability at most 1 2 . The parameter is called the defiance probability
or simply defiance.
Shared coins and related techniques have been useful in the design of
consensus routines [5, 16, 76, 105] and leader election routines [107] in
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various settings. In this section, we highlight how to devise and employ
self-stabilising shared coins, which are useful in solving the counting
problem [17, 53].
We first show how to solve 2-counting using a shared coin. This can then
be used as a building block for c-counting algorithms for any c > 1.
2-counting algorithm using a shared coin.

Given a shared coin with defi-

ance , we can construct a 2-counting algorithm that stabilises in O(1/ )
expected rounds given f < n/3. The algorithm needs only two states representing the two different outputs “0” and “1”. Each node v broadcasts its
own counter value and executes the following every round:
1. If v receives at least n
node v switches to state 1

f messages with value a(v) 2 {0, 1}, then
a(v).

2. Otherwise, node v switches to state b(v), where b(v) 2 {0, 1} is the
output of the shared coin.

The idea is that if there are some nodes who do not execute the first step,
that is, see at least n
least

f times the same value, then with probability at

they will take the same value as any node executing the first step.

To see why the algorithm works, first observe that if all correct nodes
agree on the counter value, then the algorithm stabilises: each correct
node will always receive the same value from at least n

f correct nodes,

and thus, the first step will always be executed. Second, since there are at
most f < n/3 faulty nodes, if any node v receives at least n
with value a(v), then no correct node can receive n
1

a(v), as at least n

2f

f messages

f times the value

f + 1 correct nodes send the value a. Thus, all

correct nodes that execute the first step will switch to the same counter
value for the next round. Meanwhile, all other correct nodes that execute
the second step will switch to a state determined by the output bit of the
shared coin routine.
By definition, the output bit of the shared coin routine will have the value
1

a(v) at all correct nodes with probability at least . Thus, the number of

attempts until the first success has a geometric distribution, and hence, the
expected number of rounds until all nodes agree is at most 1/ . Moreover,
on each round the nodes only need to store and send the bit indicating the
current counter value (in addition to whatever the implementation of the
shared coin routine stores and sends).
Composition of counters.

Observe that if we have a 2-counting algorithm,

then we can easily build 2k -counters for any k > 0 by composing k layers
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of 2-counters. A 2k+1 -counter algorithm A can be inductively constructed
as follows. Suppose we have a 2-counter algorithm B1 and a 2k -counter
algorithm B2 . Whenever the 2k -counting algorithm B2 switches to output
0, that is, the counter overflows, we can run a single step of B1 . The
output of A can be derived by considering the output of B1 as the most
significant bit and the output of B2 giving the remaining bits. Similarly, we
can compose two 2k -counters to get 22k -counters, and so on. For example,
composing the above randomised 2-counter k times with itself yields a
2k -counter with an expected stabilisation time of O(1/ k ) rounds.
General counting using a shared coin.

Ben-Or et al. [17] show how to

solve c-counting for any c > 1 and f < n/3 using a shared coin. The algorithm has expected stabilisation time of O(1/ ) and uses O(log c) additional
bits for state and messages.
The algorithm refines the idea of the above 2-counting algorithm: the
shared coin is again used to synchronise all the nodes that do not observe
at least n

f nodes agreeing on the counter. However, since the counter

may take c different values, some care is needed when applying the shared
coin.
The algorithm of Ben-Or et al. [17] repeatedly runs a 4-round threshold
voting algorithm which can be clocked using a 4-counting algorithm. It
is possible to construct such a 4-counting algorithm by composing two 2counting algorithms using the technique above. However, Dolev et al. [44]
give a variant of the protocol that needs only a 2-counter to clock the
algorithm. We now give the latter protocol; for a proof of correctness and
the analysis, see the survey by Dolev et al. [44].
Let r(v) 2 {0, 1} be the output of the 2-counting algorithm, h(v) 2 [c][{?}

and z(v) 2 {0, 1} be helper variables. Again, b(v) 2 {0, 1} is the output of
the shared coin. The randomised c-counting protocol is then:
1. If r(v) = 0, then
(a) Broadcast the current counter value a(v).
(b) If received the value x = a(v) 6= ? at least n
h(v)

x. Otherwise, h(v)

?.

f times, set

(c) If z(v) = 1 or the shared coin outputs b(v) = 1, then update
a(v)

a(v) + 1 mod c. Otherwise, a(v)

2. If r(v) = 1, then
(a) Broadcast the helper value h(v).
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(b) If received value x = h(v) 6= ? at least n
a(v)

x + 1 mod c and z(v)

f times, then set

1.

(c) Otherwise, if received value x 6= ? at least n
update a(v)

x + 1 mod c and z(v)

2f times, then

0.

(d) If neither of the above conditions hold, set a(v)

1 and z(v)

0.

Once the 2-counting algorithm stabilises, the c-counting algorithm will
stabilise every four rounds with probability at least

2.

Interestingly, a similar approach of using a counting algorithm to clock
an agreement algorithm can also be used the deterministic setting. This
technique will be discussed in detail later in Section 2.5.

2.4.2

Self-stabilising shared coins

The above algorithms assumed that all nodes have access to a shared
coin. However, it may not be immediately obvious how to implement a selfstabilising shared coin in the presence of faulty nodes, which is of course
necessary to obtain counting algorithms that are both self-stabilising and
Byzantine fault-tolerant. We now look at some techniques for implementing a shared coin protocol assuming that each node has access to a local
fair coin only available to the node itself.
Simple shared coins.

It turns out that it is easy to come up with some

shared coins that are self-stabilising and tolerate Byzantine faults. Arguably the simplest one is the following shared coin with defiance

2

n:

all nodes can flip a fair coin locally. This will be trivially self-stabilising
and tolerates any number of failures, as no state is required for the shared
coin routine and no communication occurs.
In particular, it follows that the previously described 2-counting algorithm has expected stabilisation time of 2n rounds and has (trivially)
optimal 1-bit message size and 1-bit state for any f < n/3. Moreover,
the c-counting algorithm will have a stabilisation time of O(2n ) and use
O(log c) state and messages.
While the details vary, the above naïve shared coin is essentially what
is used in the randomised counting algorithms given in, for example, the
seminal work by Dolev and Welch [53] and later in Publication I – albeit
both give slightly more refined bounds. Obviously, the algorithms attained
this way are far too slow in practice if f and n are large. However, if f =
p
O( n) it is possible to easily get a weak shared coin with constant defiance.
This already yields randomised counting algorithms with asymptotically
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optimal expected stabilisation time and with optimal message size and
number of state bits.
p
Assuming f = O( n), the following one-round algorithm gives a shared
coin with constant defiance:
1. Node v flips a local fair coin and broadcasts its value.
2. Node v outputs the majority value of the received messages. In case
of a tie, it outputs 0 as the default value.
The algorithm is trivially self-stabilising, as no local state needs to be
p
stored between subsequent rounds. Intuitively, since f = O( n) the faulty
nodes can influence the majority value observed by any correct node by at
most constantly-many standard deviations.
To be slightly more precise, let Xv 2 {0, 1} be the random variable

denoting the result of the local coin flip of node v. Now the sum of all
correct nodes’ coin flips is
X=

X

Xv

v 2F
/

and assuming there are n0 correct nodes we have E[X] = n0 /2. Since f <
p
C n0 for some constant C, we can use standard concentration bounds [94],
such as Hoeffding’s inequality, to bound the probability that X deviates
from its expectation by more than f . This shows that
✓ ⇣
◆
p ⌘2
p
Pr[X < n0 /2 + C n0 ]  exp
2
C n0 /n0 = exp

2C 2 ,

where the right-hand side is a constant. That is, with at least constant
probability sufficiently many correct nodes have coin tosses with “1” so that
the faulty nodes cannot influence what the majority will be. The case for
“0” values is symmetric. Thus, the algorithm will have constant defiance.
Optimal resilience with constant defiance.

There also exist shared coin al-

gorithms with constant defiance that tolerate f < n/3 faults [58]. However,
shared coins with constant defiance that tolerate a large number of faulty
nodes typically rely on either cryptographic assumptions or private communication links (that is, only the sender and the recipient of a message
can see it) and are not trivially self-stabilising.
Ben-Or et al. [17] give a pipelining technique that can be used to convert
shared coin algorithms into self-stabilising ones. In particular, this can
be used to convert the shared coin algorithm of Feldman and Micali [58]
into a self-stabilising shared coin with constant defiance. This yields a
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randomised algorithm with expected constant stabilisation time and resilience f < n/3. However, this algorithm assumes private communication
links: the adversary cannot see the communication between correct nodes.
Nevertheless, the result shows that it is possible to attain extremely fast
counting algorithms using randomisation.

2.5

Deterministic algorithms using weak counters

In the previous section, we saw how to obtain randomised algorithms using
weak shared coins. We now discuss a technique that can be applied in the
deterministic setting: weak counters.

2.5.1

Stabilisation using consensus routines

Since the task in c-counting is to get all correct nodes to agree on an
output value (the counters), we could solve the problem by running a single
instance of consensus on the output values. Once the output counters agree,
all that remains is to keep incrementing the counter values in each round.
As consensus can be solved with deterministic algorithms in O(f ) rounds
using O(1)-bit messages and tolerating the optimal number of f < n/3
faults [18], one might hope that simply running such efficient consensus
algorithms would yield efficient deterministic counting algorithms as well.
However, counting and consensus problems differ in a key aspect: in
consensus, it is required that all nodes decide on an output value, which
poses a problem with self-stabilisation. Moreover, consensus routines
typically require that all the correct nodes start (simultaneously) from
a fixed initial state (together with an input value), that is, essentially
they need to agree on a round counter. Thus, we have a chicken-and-egg
problem: in order to agree on the output counters, we would like to solve
something akin to consensus, but to use the usual consensus routines,
the nodes must have a shared round counter. Note that self-stabilising
variants of consensus do exist, but they typically consider different models
of computation and/or failures; see for example [2, 37, 52].
One approach is to pipeline O(f ) instances of non-self-stabilising consensus instances [44, 46] similarly to the construction of the self-stabilising
shared coin of Ben-Or et al. [17]: if we have a consensus algorithm that
decides on its output value in t = ⇥(f ) rounds, we can initiate in each
round a new consensus instance with the nodes’ round counters as input,
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and then output the decision of the instance after t rounds as the counter
value. However, since this requires running ⇥(f ) instances of consensus
over the set of all nodes in the network, the state and message complexity
of the algorithm become large.
Publication II introduces a new technique for circumventing this chickenand-egg problem in an efficient manner. In this technique, the large state
complexity and message size are avoided, as only a small number of nonself-stabilising consensus instances are used. The idea is to recursively
construct so-called weak counters, which can be used to clock an efficient
(non-self-stabilising) consensus algorithm. Thus, we can instead first solve
a seemingly easier problem: design fault-tolerant counters that are only
guaranteed to work once in a while.
The main idea is that in order to get agreement on the output value,
we only need to have one successful execution of a consensus routine and
then simply maintain the agreement. To achieve this, we only need selfstabilising weak round counters that eventually agree for a while: if the
nodes have a shared round counter that eventually behaves correctly for
⇥(f ) rounds, then during these rounds we can run a single instance of
a consesus routine that completes in ⇥(f ) rounds. This can be used to
stabilise the output counters.
In the remainder of this section, we formally define the notion of weak
counters and discuss how to apply this technique to solve the counting
problem. We introduce a simple, but inefficient, construction of a weak
counter. Later, in Chapter 3, we overview a more efficient way to construct
weak counters.
Weak and strong counters.

For clarity, let us say that a strong c-counter

is a self-stabilising c-counter in the usual sense, that is, it eventually
stabilises and all nodes agree on the counter value, and increment it
modulo c each round. By contrast, a weak ⌧ -counter has the following
guarantee: eventually, all the correct nodes will count correctly from 0 to
1 in agreement for at least ⌧ rounds. The idea is that a weak counter

⌧

only has to work correctly once in a while, which is already enough to
attain a strong counter (with some work).
The basic idea is to use a weak ⌧ -counter as a round counter for a
suitable consensus algorithm with running time ⌧ = O(f ). Eventually, the
consensus algorithm is executed from start to finish at least once. This
allows us to use consensus in order to facilitate agreement on the output of
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a strong c-counter. However, some care is needed with the implementation
of the consensus algorithm.
To be precise, we say that an algorithm A is a weak ⌧ -counter with
resilience f and stabilisation time t if the the output values a(·) of any
execution of A satisfy the following: for any set of faulty nodes F such that
|F |  f and any initial state of the system, there exists some r  t such
that for all k 2 [⌧ ] it holds that

a(v, r + k) = a(u, r + k) = k for all u, v 2 V \ F.
That is, within t rounds all the nodes agree for at least ⌧ rounds and count
in agreement from 0 to ⌧

1. Otherwise, in all other rounds, the counters

of the correct nodes can behave in any way, and in particular, they can
disagree and progress inconsistently.

2.5.2

Solving counting using a weak counter

Once we have a weak ⌧ -counter, it can be used to clock the execution
of an f -resilient consensus routine. It turns out that the classic phase
king algorithm [18] can be easily adapted to our setting. The algorithm
has several convenient properties: it has asymptotically optimal running
time, optimal resilience, and uses small messages. We first overview the
basic phase king algorithm and then highlight the modifications needed to
ensure the stabilisation of the c-counter.
The phase king algorithm.

The phase king algorithm essentially consists

of a series of threshold votes and a simple mechanism for resolving uncertainty. The algorithm is divided into f + 1 phases each consisting of three
rounds. First, each node v initialises a local value x(v) to be the input
value. In phase k, each node v performs the following steps:
1. Broadcast x(v) and check whether at least n

f nodes broadcast the

same value x(v) = a. If yes, then node v proposes x(v) to everyone.
Otherwise, node v proposes the value 1.
2. Choose the minimum value z proposed by at least f + 1 nodes and
declare z as the potential output value.
3. If 1 was the potential output or less than n

f nodes had the same

potential output, set x(v) to be the value declared by the kth node. If
this is also 1, set x(v) to 0.

In the final round, each node v outputs the value x(v).
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The proof of correctness for the above algorithm is relatively simple [18].
The idea here is that if some node v observes n

f times the value x(v) = a

in the first step, then all correct nodes will declare the same value a in the
second step as their potential output value. If we have f < n/3, then at
least n

2f > f of the messages received by v were from correct nodes. In

particular, if the kth node is correct, then it will declare the value a in the
second step as it will also see these messages from the correct nodes.
In case some node u sees fewer than n

f nodes with its own value in

the first step, node u will then simply resort to the kth node’s declaration.
The idea here is that the kth node acts as a king whose value can be used
if a node is unsure, that is, it saw less than n
same value. If some node saw n

f nodes proposing the

f times the value a, then a correct

king will declare this value as well. Otherwise, the king will dictate that
everyone should resort to a default value. To ensure that there eventually
is a correct king, each phase uses a different king. If there are at least
f + 1 phases, then at least one of the phases has a correct king.
Modifying the phase king algorithm.

Some care is needed in order to use

the phase king for agreeing on the output counters. Assuming we have
a weak ⌧ -counter with ⌧ = 3(f + 1), we can use it as a round counter for
phase king: when node v has r as the weak counter’s output, it can execute
the instructions related to round r in the phase king algorithm. Thus, once
the weak counter stabilises, that is, it eventually counts from 0 to ⌧

1,

there will be a complete execution of the phase king algorithm, and all
correct nodes will agree on the output value at least at the end of the final
round of the consensus routine.
However, as a weak counter only guarantees that eventually there will be
a round t after which the correct nodes count in agreement from 0 to ⌧

1,

there can be a round r > t + ⌧ where nodes are disagreeing on the output
of the weak ⌧ -counter. In fact, this is bound to happen when using the
constructions given in this chapter and the next. This means that correct
nodes may be executing different rounds of the phase king algorithm. For
example, some nodes may be executing completely different phases. We
need to ensure that the eventual disagreement on the weak counter values
will not spoil the agreement achieved by the phase king algorithm.
To remedy this, a few minor modifications and observations are needed.
The crucial – albeit minor – modification is that in each of the three steps
of the phase king algorithm, the proposed and declared values are actually
the output values of the c-counter for the current round. Thus, at each step
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of the algorithm, the counter value also needs to be incremented by one
modulo c to ensure that the counter values behave correctly once stabilised.
Finally, it is relatively easy to check that if all the correct nodes agree on
the counter values, then in all of the steps threshold votes result in the
same values. The details on how to do the modifications together with a
proof of correctness are given in Publication II, Section 4.
The consensus routine tolerates f < n/3 failures and requires a total
of O(log c) bits to be broadcast per node each round, namely, the counter
values. Once the weak ⌧ -counter starts counting correctly, it will take
⌧ = ⇥(f ) rounds for the c-counter values to agree. More precisely, we get
the following result.
Theorem 3. Let ⌧ = 3(f + 1) and c > 1. Suppose there exists a weak
⌧ -counter A over n nodes that stabilises in t rounds, f failures, uses s
bits of state and messages of size m. Then there exists a strong c-counter
that stabilises in t + ⌧ rounds, tolerates min{f, b(n

1)/3c} failures, uses

s + O(log c) bits of state, and messages of size m + O(log c).

2.5.3

Construction of a simple weak counter

We now show a straightforward, but an extremely slow, way to obtain a
weak counter that tolerates arbitrarily many f < n faulty nodes. However,
similar ideas underlie the much more efficient constructions given in
Publication II, which we will elaborate in Chapter 3.
The high-level idea is to have a local round counter at each node. Each
node v will have a leader pointer which is used to point to one of the first
f + 1 nodes. On each round, node v uses the leader’s round counter to
compute the output of the weak counter; the idea is similar to the use of a
king in the phase king algorithm.
Each node will switch between the leaders according to a schedule that
guarantees that for each leader candidate u 2 [f + 1], all correct nodes

eventually consider u as a leader at the same time for sufficiently many
rounds. Once all nodes follow the same correct leader, everybody will also
be using the same consistent round counter given by the leader to compute
the output value. Thus, all correct nodes count in agreement during the
rounds when everyone points to the same correct leader. Note that since
we have at most f faulty nodes, at least one of the nodes in the set [f + 1]
will be correct.
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We now sketch how to implement a simple weak ⌧ -counter using this
idea; we will not try to optimise the constants or the stabilisation time for
now, as we will later see a better, albeit more involved, implementation.
A slow weak counter.

Let ⇢ = 2⌧ . Node v has a local round counter

r(v) 2 [⇢] that is incremented each round. In addition, each node v also

has a leader pointer `(v) that points to the node `(v) whose round counter
r(`(v)) is used by node v to compute the output of the weak counter.
To attain the desired schedule for switching the leader pointers, we have
each node update its leader pointer more slowly than its predecessors: the
first node updates its leader pointer every r0 = ⇢ rounds, and for all i

0

node i + 1 node switches every ri+1 = 2ri ⇢(f + 1) rounds. To summarise,
we have the following variables for each node v:
• a local round counter r(v) 2 [⇢], which is incremented by one modulo ⇢
each round,

• a delay counter d(v) 2 [rv ], which is incremented by one modulo rv
each round,

• a leader pointer `(v) 2 [f + 1], which is incremented by one modulo
f + 1 on every round when d(v) = 0 (that is, when d(v) overflows).

Each node can now output the value a(v) = r(`(v)) mod ⌧ on every round.
Thus, the only information that needs to be communicated are the local
round counters for each node v, which requires O(log ⌧ ) bits.
Due to the construction, there exists a correct node u 2 [f + 1] such that

`(v) = u for each correct v 2 V for at least ⇢ consecutive rounds. To see why
this is the case, let u 2 [f + 1] be a correct node. There exists a time t such
that the slowest correct node v < n will have `(v) = u for rv consecutive
rounds from round t to t + rv . During this interval, the second slowest
correct node w < v switches through the f + 1 different `(w) values at least
twice, and hence, will have `(w) = u for rw consecutive rounds. Thus, v
and w satisfy `(v) = `(w) = u for at least rw consecutive rounds. Using
induction, it follows that all correct nodes will at some point have `(v) = u
for at least r0 = ⇢ consecutive rounds.
Finally, recall that each correct node v uses the value r(`(u)) mod ⌧ as
the output of the weak ⌧ -counter. Since ⇢ = 2⌧ , during the ⇢ consecutive
rounds when all nodes have `(v) = k, there will be ⌧ consecutive rounds
where all nodes output the values from 0 to ⌧
correct.
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Fast weak counters.

Obviously, the above approach is excruciatingly slow,

as the stabilisation time is super-exponential. A more refined version of
this technique can be used to attain O(f ) stabilisation time for the weak
counters albeit with sub-linear resilience [88]. Publication II improves this
approach to obtain fast weak counters with a resilience of f < n/3; this
yields fast strong counters with optimal resilience. In the next chapter,
we overview a voting-based technique that can be used to construct weak
⌧ -counters with ⌧ = ⇥(f ), resilience f < n/3 and linear stabilisation time.
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3. Communication-Efficient Counting

This chapter focuses on results given in Publication I and Publication
II. First, we overview the main technique for devising communicationefficient deterministic counting algorithms: recursive resilience boosting.
We also discuss complementary techniques that can be used to further
improve the communication complexity: a silencing technique that reduces
communication after the system has stabilised and a random sampling
technique that reduces the number of messages sent during stabilisation.
Finally, we study how to reduce the total number of communication links
in the network. We consider pseudo-random algorithms which work (with
high probability) in communication networks with polylogarithmic average
degree assuming a so-called oblivious adversary. In addition, we show how
to employ algorithms attained using the previous techniques in networks
which do not have complete connectivity.

3.1

Efficient deterministic algorithms

The main result of Publication II is a construction that gives deterministic
synchronous counting algorithms with asymptotically optimal stabilisation
time and polylogarithmic state complexity and message size.
Theorem 1. For all integers c, n > 1 and f < n/3, there exists a deterministic f -resilient synchronous c-counter that runs on n nodes, stabilises
in asymptotically optimal O(f ) rounds, and uses O(log2 f + log c) bits to
encode the state of a node and any message broadcast by a node.
The construction can be extended to devise (1) deterministic algorithms
that have an asymptotically optimal communication complexity after stabilisation and (2) randomised and pseudo-random algorithms where each
node transmits a polylogarithmic number of messages each round.
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The main building block in the proof of Theorem 1 is the observation
given in Section 2.5: it is possible to attain efficient deterministic counting
algorithms if we have efficient weak counters. The conversion from a
weak counter to a strong counter induces an overhead of ⇥(f ) rounds in
the stabilisation time and O(log c) bits in the message size. In particular,
if we can construct f -resilient weak ⇥(f )-counters that stabilise in O(f )
time, then we can get asymptotically optimal stabilisation time for the
strong counter. The recursive resilience boosting technique of Publication
II achieves this.

3.2

Recursive resilience boosting

The main idea of recursive resilience boosting is, as the name suggests,
to recursively amplify the resilience of existing counting algorithms. The
approach is as follows: given two strong counters (guaranteed to work
permanently after stabilisation) with small resilience, we can construct a
weak counter (guaranteed to eventually work for a while) with large resilience. Theorem 3 then gives strong counters with large resilience, which
can be used to repeat the process. Figure 3.1 illustrates the approach.

strong counter
(low resilience)

weak counter
(high resilience)

strong counter
(high resilience)

Figure 3.1. An application of the recursive resilience boosting technique. We start with a
strong counting algorithm on 4 nodes and resilience 1 and use this to obtain a
2-resilient weak counter for n = 8 nodes. The white circles indicate correct
nodes, whereas black circles denote faulty nodes. In the middle picture, the
groups of four nodes run separate copies of the 1-resilient algorithm. The grey
group contains two faulty nodes, and hence, the 1-resilient algorithm run by
them is not guaranteed to stabilise. Nevertheless, we can obtain a 2-resilient
weak counter. The weak counter can be used to clock the phase king algorithm
yielding a strong 2-resilient counter.

3.2.1

Weak counters from strong counters

Recursive resilience boosting is in some sense a refinement of the naïve
weak counter given in Section 2.5. Again, we will have
1. several different round counters each of which is in turn used to
compute the output value for the weak counter, and
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2. a schedule for each node to switch between the counters it follows so
that eventually all correct follow the same counter for long enough.
Unlike the naïve weak counter of Section 2.5, where the nodes switch
between f + 1 distinct round counters, the construction given here will only
use two counters at each level of the recursion. Since there will be O(log f )
recursive steps, we use a total of O(log f ) counters. Moreover, the nodes
can switch between the counters that they follow at a much faster pace:
on the ith level of the recursive construction, the counting and consensus
algorithms will be run on O(2i ) nodes, and hence, the stabilisation time
will be O(2i ). In the end, the last level of the recursion will dominate
the stabilisation time, resulting in a O(f ) stabilisation time for the weak
counter.
In order to recursively construct an f -resilient weak counter over n nodes,
we assume that there exist f 0 -resilient strong counters that stabilise in
time O(f 0 ) for all f 0 < f and n0 < n where f 0 < n0 /3. Let f = f0 + f1 + 1
and n = n0 + n1 . We choose a f0 -resilient counting algorithm A0 that runs
on n0 nodes, and respectively, a f1 -resilient algorithm A1 over n1 nodes.
Thus, we take a pair of algorithms that have a resilience of f0 and f1 , but
use them to get an algorithm with “boosted” resilience of f0 + f1 + 1.
The idea is to partition the set of n nodes in the network into two disjoint
blocks. Block i 2 {0, 1} will consist of ni nodes that run the fi -resilient

counting algorithm Ai . If the network contains at most f = f0 +f1 +1 faulty
nodes, then by the pigeonhole principle at least one of the two algorithms
will eventually stabilise.
In the following, we say that block i is faulty if it has more than fi faulty
nodes. Otherwise, the block is correct. The algorithm executed by the
nodes in a correct block is guaranteed to stabilise eventually, while the
algorithm executed in a faulty block may never stabilise.
Leader pointers, threshold voting, and consistency checks.

In contrast to

the naïve weak counter of Section 2.5, there will not be a separate leader
pointer and a round counter for each node. Instead, we have these for both
of the two blocks. The idea is to replace the individual leader pointers and
round counters of each node with versions that are shared by all the nodes
in a block using the counting algorithms A0 and A1 .
Each block i 2 {0, 1} maintains a leader pointer `i 2 {0, 1} and a round

counter ri 2 [⇢], where ⇢ = 2⌧ . The leader pointer of block i determines

which of the two blocks is considered as the leader. If we update the leader
pointer of block 0 every ⇢ rounds and the leader pointer of block 1 every
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3⇢ rounds, then eventually both blocks will point to the same leader for at
least ⇢ rounds, assuming that the leader pointers behave correctly.
To see this, consider the interval I = {r, . . . , r + 3⇢

1} during which the

leader pointer of block 1 points to i for some round r. Since block 0 updates
its leader pointer every ⇢ rounds, there will be a round r  r0 < r + ⇢ in

which the pointer changes its value. If block 0 switches the pointer to point
to block i, then both blocks’ pointers point to the same block i during the
rounds {r0 , . . . , r0 + ⇢

1} ✓ I. Otherwise, block 0 will update its leader

pointer’s value to i in round r0 = r + ⇢ < r0 + 2⇢ and both blocks point to i
during the rounds {r0 , . . . , r0 + ⇢

1} ✓ I.

If neither block was faulty, then we could simply use the output of Ai

to determine the leader pointer and round counter for block i; here the
output of Ai would be the value output by at least ni

fi nodes in block i.

However, as we can have f = f0 + f1 + 1 faulty nodes, this will not be the
case: it may be that one of the blocks does not stabilise.
To avoid this problem, each node v in block i checks whether the output of
Ai behaves consistently, that is, whether it is incremented by one in each
round. If this is not the case, then node v suspects that block i is faulty. In
this case, node v will ignore the output of Ai for ⇥(f ) rounds and instead
use the output of A1

i

meanwhile. During this time, either A1

correctly or v waits for enough time for Ai stabilise; also A1
during this time if it has less than f1

i

i

i

behaves

stabilises

faults.

Thus, a node v in block i derives its leader pointer `(v) 2 {0, 1} as follows:
• If node v suspects that block i is faulty, then it derives the value of
its leader pointer `(v) from the output of A1 i .

• Otherwise, if node v thinks that the output of Ai has behaved consistently for long enough, node v will rely on Ai when deriving the

value of `(v).
However, a problem remains with this approach. If block i is faulty, then
two nodes u 6= v in block i may observe different values as the output of Ai .

For example, we might have the case that in a faulty block, all other nodes
except u and v are faulty. The faulty nodes can feed opposite information
to both nodes that appears consistent to each of them.
To prevent this, we can enlist the help of all the nodes in the system to
vote on what is the current output value of Ai . If we have f < n/3, then
we use the following protocol for both blocks in parallel:
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1. Each node v in block i broadcasts its output value ai (v) of algorithm
Ai to everyone.
2. Each node v broadcasts the most frequent output value mi (v) that it
received from nodes in block i with ties broken arbitrarily.
3. If node v receives at least n

f times the same value x 2 [c] as the

most frequent output value of block i from other nodes, then v will
use the value x as the output value for Ai . Otherwise, use the value
?2
/ [c] to indicate that the output of Ai is inconsistent.

The protocol guarantees that after the third step, all nodes will use the
/ [c] as the output value of Ai . As before, if any
same value x 2 [c] or ? 2
node that observes a value x 2 [c] at least n
then there can be no value
least n

x0

f times in the third step,

= x that was seen by some correct node at

f times. Thus, every node that considers the output of Ai to be

consistent, will regard the same value to be the output of Ai even if Ai has
not stabilised.
Using the above threshold voting protocol and consistency checks on
the output of Ai guarantees the following: if block i is faulty, then all
correct nodes that do not suspect i to be faulty share a consistent counter.
Essentially, we can force the faulty nodes to either reveal that a block is
faulty or behave as if Ai in a faulty block i has stabilised.
Cooldown counters.

We will have nodes in block i 2 {0, 1} derive the

leader pointer from the output of Ai unless a node detects an inconsistency
in the output of Ai . When detecting an inconsistency, the node will ignore
Ai and instead derive the leader pointer from the output of A1 i .
However, the algorithm Ai might behave inconsistently because it has
not yet had enough time to stabilise. In this case, if a node in block i
decides to instead rely on the output of block 1
be faulty, and thus, A1

i

i, block 1

i may actually

may in turn behave inconsistently! To avoid

problems with this, when detecting an inconsistency, node v only switches
the algorithm it follows for ⇥(⇢) rounds. This will be enough to guarantee
that Ai stabilises if block i is correct. Thus, when v switches back to using
Ai , its output will behave consistently. Moreover, in case block i is faulty,
⇥(⇢) rounds is enough time to guarantee that the desired weak counter
output is generated while relying on A1 i .
The threshold voting scheme and consistency checks ensure that if block
i is faulty, then each node that does not detect inconsistent behaviour for
Ai will have a shared counter that behaves like a consistent counter given
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by Ai . Therefore, all nodes will rely on a counter that behaves as if a
correct A0 or A1 for at least ⇥(⇢) consecutive rounds. In this time, for both
i 2 {0, 1}, there will be ⇢ consecutive rounds in which the leader pointer

derived from either the A0 or A1 counter will have the value i. Eventually,
both counters point to a block that is correct for ⇢ rounds, and hence, all
correct nodes will eventually use the round counter of a correct block.
Note that since we are considering self-stabilising algorithms, a node v in
a correct block i might start from a state where it is ignoring Ai . However,
since the node will ignore Ai for at most ⇥(⇢) rounds, it will eventually
switch back to following Ai . Thus, within ⇥(⇢) rounds we will have the
following behaviour for a node v in block i:
• If block i is correct, then node v uses the output of Ai forever.
• If block i is faulty, then either node v detects an inconsistency and
uses the other block’s stabilised counter or node v will use the same
counter value as all other correct nodes in block i that did not detect
an inconsistency.
Since ⇢ = O(f ), we get a weak counter that stabilises in O(f ) time and
we need a total of O(log c + log f ) bits of state in addition to the state bits
needed by A0 and A1 .
A summary of the construction.

In summary, the construction given in

Publication II proceeds as follows:
• To construct a weak counter with resilience f , we start from a pair

of strong counters A0 and A1 with resilience f0 and f1 , respectively,

where f = f0 + f1 + 1.
• The network of n nodes is divided into two disjoint blocks, where the
first block executes A0 and the second block executes A1 .

• We employ a threshold voting scheme and consistency checks for the

outputs of A0 and A1 to guarantee that if block i is faulty, then all
nodes either detect inconsistent behaviour in the output of Ai or have
a shared “virtual” counter that behaves as if Ai has stabilised.

• In case a node in block i detects that Ai behaves inconsistently, it
will ignore Ai and rely on the output of A1

i

for some time before

switching back to Ai .
• In the end, each node will rely on a stabilised counter or a “virtual
counter” that behaves like a stabilised counter.
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• The counters A0 and A1 are used to encode the round counters and
the leader pointers for each block.

• Eventually both blocks’ leader pointers point to block i for either
i 2 {0, 1}. In particular, at some point both leader pointers point to a
correct block.

• All correct nodes will use leader block’s round counter to derive the
output value for the weak counter.

3.2.2

The recursive construction

Above, we assumed two strong counters A0 and A1 that run on n0 and n1
nodes, respectively. To get optimal resilience boosting, we let n = n0 + n1
and f = f0 + f1 + 1 < n/3, where
• n0 = bn/2c and n1 = dn/2e,
• f0 = b(f

1)/2c and f1 = d(f

1)/2e.

Note that we start out with two counters that together tolerate f0 + f1
failures. However, the construction will “boost” the resilience so that we
will in the end tolerate f0 + f1 + 1 failures assuming this is less than n/3.
Note that having f < n/3 is necessary for the threshold voting scheme to
work, and of course, due to consensus lower bounds given in Section 2.2.
In order to formally state our results, let T (A) and S(A) denote the
stabilisation time and number of state bits used by algorithm A. First, we
use the construction above to get f -resilient weak counters over n nodes:
Theorem 4. Let ⌧, n > 1 and f < n/3. Suppose there exists an fi -resilient
strong counter Ai over ni nodes for both i 2 {0, 1}, where
• n0 = bn/2c and n1 = dn/2e,
• f0 = b(f

1)/2c and f1 = d(f

1)/2e.

Then there exists an f -resilient weak ⌧ -counter B over n nodes such that
• T (B) = max{T (A0 ), T (A1 )} + O(f ), and
• S(B) = max{S(A0 ), S(A1 )} + O(log f + log ⌧ ).
Together with Theorem 3 from Section 2.5, this implies the following
corollary about the existence of strong counters.
Corollary 3. Let c, n > 1 and f < n/3. Suppose there exists an fi -resilient
strong counter Ai over ni nodes for both i 2 {0, 1}, where
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• n0 = bn/2c and n1 = dn/2e,
• f0 = b(f

1)/2c and f1 = d(f

1)/2e.

Then there exists an f -resilient strong c-counter B over n nodes such that
• T (B) = max{T (A0 ), T (A1 )} + O(f ), and
• S(B) = max{S(A0 ), S(A1 )} + O(log f + log c).
We can now start the recursion with either trivial 0-resilient counters or
the optimal 1-resilient counters given in Publication I. A trivial 0-resilient
counter for n nodes can be constructed as follows: pick a single node that
increments a local c-counter in every round. All other nodes in the system
will follow the counter of this node. We can now obtain a 1-resilient counter
for at least 4 nodes by picking two copies of the trivial 0-resilient counters
and applying Corollary 3.
Moreover, we can now recursively apply Corollary 3 to get counters for
larger values of n and f . For example, a 2-resilient counter for 7 nodes
can be constructed by picking a 1-resilient counter over 4 nodes and a
0-resilient counter over 3 nodes. Moreover, if we have a f -resilient counter
A for n nodes, then we can get a f -resilient counter for any n0 > n nodes:
the first n nodes run A, while the n0

n additional nodes simply follow

the output value given by at least n

f of the first n nodes. Figure 3.2

illustrates how to construct a 5-resilient counter over 16 nodes.
Note that since we can double the resilience after each application of
Corollary 3, we only need to apply the recursion for O(log f ) steps to get
an f -resilient counting algorithm. Moreover, since each step increases the
stabilisation time linearly in the number of faults, after L = O(log f ) steps
the stabilisation time is bounded by a geometric series
L
X

O(2i ) = O(f ).

i=1

Finally, note that the number of state bits increases by O(log f ) at each
step of the recursion, as we need to store the round counter used to clock
the consensus algorithm. The total number of state bits then becomes
O(log2 f + log c). Thus, this approach will yield the theorem stated in the
beginning of this chapter.
Theorem 1. For all integers c, n > 1 and f < n/3, there exists a deterministic f -resilient synchronous c-counter that runs on n nodes, stabilises
in asymptotically optimal O(f ) rounds, and uses O(log2 f + log c) bits to
encode the state of a node and any message broadcast by a node.
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A(8, 2)
A(4, 1)

A(8, 2)
A(16, 5)
A(8, 2)

Figure 3.2. Example of recursive resilience boosting. Here, A(n, f ) denotes f -resilient
counter over n nodes. We start with A(4, 1) to obtain A(8, 2). In turn, we take
two copies of the latter algorithm and attain A(16, 5). The black circles denote
faulty nodes and grey blocks are faulty.

Since the number of state bits is O(log2 f + log c), this trivially gives
algorithms that need messages of size O(log2 f + log c). We now consider
how to reduce the message size after stabilisation.

3.3

Silence is golden: Communicating less after stabilisation

Publication II shows how to reduce the number of bits communicated after
the system has stabilised. We modify the algorithms given by Theorem 1
so that nodes can remain silent during some rounds, that is, a node does
not always need to send a message during a round. Intuitively, the idea
is to trade stabilisation time for fewer transmitted bits after stabilisation.
We leverage the fact that even when a node remains silent (i.e., does
not explicitly transmit any bits), then this can also be used to convey
information in a synchronous system.

3.3.1

Keeping it quiet after stabilisation

The main idea for reducing the number of bits communicated is to modify
the algorithms so that once stabilised, nodes only need to verify whether
the outputs are consistent once in a while; at other times, the nodes assume
that all counters agree and are incremented consistently in agreement.
Thus, nodes can remain mostly silent. This saves communication bandwidth in situations where transient failures are not too frequent: if the
system operates correctly, only a few number of verification bits need to be
sent. Only when a transient failure occurs will the new modified algorithm
require the larger messages used by the original algorithm.
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We introduce a new parameter  = ⌦(f ) that controls how often the
nodes verify that their counters match. At a high level, the idea is to first
have all the counters stabilise using the algorithms that use messages
of size O(log2 f + log c). After the counters seem to have stabilised, the
nodes can switch to a more efficient communication strategy and only
periodically check whether the counters still match. Note that the nodes
cannot become completely quiescent after they think stabilisation has
occurred. The nodes must check for agreement infinitely often to ensure
self-stabilisation; otherwise, we could have a situation where two nodes
might think stabilisation has occurred, but both have different opinions on
the value of the counter.
The main difficulty is to have the nodes reliably detect whether the
execution has stabilised. The faulty nodes may mislead one group of at
least n

2f nodes to think that all correct nodes agree, that is, that at least

f nodes have the same counter value, whereas another group of nodes

n

may observe that the counters do not agree. To circumvent this problem,
Publication II gives a “wrapper” for any algorithm A given by Theorem 1,
that addresses this problem.
The wrapper is used to maintain an additional state bit for each node,
which indicates whether the node is happy. A happy node is one that thinks
that stabilisation has occurred (that is, all nodes agree on the counter)
and communicates in a more conservative manner to save bandwidth.
By contrast, unhappy nodes execute the “plain” algorithm A that uses
O(log2 f +log c)-sized messages. The wrapper will ensure that if some nodes
become happy, they will still effectively cooperate with the unhappy nodes
that execute the “plain” algorithm A. The construction of the wrapper
essentially relies on the same ideas as the recursive construction of weak
counters: threshold voting to filter out bad values and cooldown counters
to wait for stabilisation to occur. In particular, the construction will not
change the asymptotic number of state bits per node.
Using the above approach, it is possible to obtain the following result
given in Publication II:
Theorem 5. For all integers n > 1, f < n/3,  = ⌦(f ), j > 0 and c = j,
there exists an f -resilient synchronous c-counter that runs on n nodes,
stabilises in O() rounds, and requires O(log2 f + log c) bits to encode the
state of a node. Moreover, once stabilised, nodes send O(1 + log c/ log ) bits
every  rounds.
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Assuming that the counters have stabilised, the next question is to figure
out how to efficiently communicate the counter values and verify that
they are in agreement. The general idea is as follows: when a node’s
counter value a(v, t) in round t satisfies a(v, t) mod  = 0, node v trasmits
a constant-size message indicating this has happened. In addition, the
node starts to gradually broadcast the value a(v, t) during this and the
subsequent 

1 rounds. The idea is to encode the c different output values

for a(v, t) by interpreting each round as a letter from the alphabet []. The
broadcast messages then encode the indices of each letter i 2 [] in a code

word of length B = b/ log b. As each index 0, 1, ..., B

1 in the code word

can be encoded with O(log B) bits, the nodes need to transmit a total of
O(B log B) = O(b) bits. Since we need to encode on the order of c different
messages (i.e., the c different counter values and constantly many control
bits), we have that
B

c () B

log c/ log .

Thus, a node needs to transmit only O(1 + log c/ log ) bits of information
during the  rounds. By increasing the parameter , we can trade stabilisation time to get algorithms that communicate less after stabilisation.
The stabilisation time grows only linearly in the parameter .

3.3.2

Asymptotically optimal verification

Many distributed fault-tolerant algorithms rely on round counters that
have a running time that is either linear or polynomial in the number
of nodes. For example, above we employed optimally-resilient consensus
protocols, which require a linear number of rounds in the deterministic
case.
In cases where a polynomial-in-n counter is needed, we can use the
silencing technique to obtain algorithms with asymptotically optimal communication after stabilisation. This is a convenient property, as most of the
time, systems are expected to behave correctly; under correct operation,
the round counters will only have a minute impact on the communication
resources used.
In order to see why we get asymptotically optimal communication, first
observe that if f = ⇥(n), then we can choose  = ⇥(n), thus satisfying
the condition that  = ⌦(f ). If the counter range c = nO(1) is an integer
multiple of n, then O(log c/ log ) = O(1), which means that a node only
needs to communicate constantly-many bits every ⇥(n) rounds.
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This is asymptotically the optimal number of communicated bits. First,
note that any node needs to receive information from at least f + 1 = ⇥(n)
nodes, that is, at least one bit from another correct node, in order to verify
whether its counter value is inconsistent with other correct nodes. Second,
as a self-stabilising algorithm needs to verify its output infinitely often,
and if the stabilisation occurs in ⇥(n) rounds, then any correct node needs
to receive at least ⇥(n) bits every ⌦(n) rounds. This yields the following
corollary:
Corollary 1. For any n > 1, f = b(n 1)/3c and c = nO(1) that is an integer

multiple of n, there exists a synchronous c-counter that runs on n nodes,
has optimal resilience f , stabilises in ⇥(n) rounds, requires O(log2 n) bits
to encode the state of a node, and for which after stabilisation correct nodes
broadcast (asymptotically optimal) O(1) bits every ⇥(n) rounds.

3.4

Sampling: Communicating less during stabilisation

We now discuss another, complementary approach for reducing the communication complexity of counting algorithms. Previously, the focus was
on getting low state complexity and small message size so that a node
needs to broadcast only a few bits per round. However, broadcasting a
message essentially means that the message needs to be transmitted to
n 1 different nodes in the network. If an algorithm uses messages of size b
bits, this implies a total of O(nb) bits sent per node each round. Moreover,
each node receives O(nb) bits per round. Thus, in total of O(n2 ) messages
of size b bits are sent within the system during each round.
In this section, we consider how to reduce the number of messages sent
and received by a node. The main idea is to employ random sampling so
that a node gathers information just from a relatively small number of
nodes in the network. It turns out that already sampling polylogarithmically many messages from other nodes accurately represents the state of
the system with high probability: for any constant k
of failure can be bounded above by n

k.

1, the probability

The catch is that the resilience is

slightly worse than in the deterministic version and we have f < n/(3 + )
for a constant

> 0.

In this section, we proceed as follows. First, we introduce the so-called
pulling model, where a node can request messages from any chosen subset
of nodes. This model of computation can be used to easily control and
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account how many messages a correct node relies on. Second, we overview
the key techniques used in the randomised construction. Finally, we give
two applications of these techniques: probabilistic counters and pseudorandom counters.

3.4.1

The pulling model

We consider a pulling model, where each node first chooses a subset of
nodes and then pulls information from these nodes instead of receiving
a message from every single node in the system. Similar randomised
pulling models have been studied previously in the context of e.g. epidemic
algorithms and rumour spreading [75] and stabilising consensus [40].
In the model we consider, communication and computation proceed as
follows. In every round,
1. each node contacts a subset U ✓ V of nodes and requests a message
from each u 2 U ,

2. each contacted node responds to the requests it received,
3. each node updates its local state according to the responses it got.
As before, the initial state of each node is arbitrary and the faulty nodes
can send arbitrary messages. That is, they respond to any request they
get with an arbitrary message, and as usual, they can send different
responses to each node that contacts them. To measure the communication
complexity of an algorithm, we count the maximum number of messages
and bits pulled by each correct node per round. Note that if each node
always pulls messages from every other node in the system, then this
corresponds to the usual model of computation we have considered so far.
In the context of this work, the motivation for the pulling model is the
possibility to attribute the cost of sending a message to the node who
requests and uses the message. From the perspective of implementing the
algorithms in e.g. digital circuits, this corresponds to the setting where
the pulling node provides the energy needed for the signal transitions in
the communication link. This means that if we have an algorithm where
each correct node pulls at most K messages per round, we can enforce a
strict limit on the number of allowed requests, or alternatively, limit the
energy supply of each node so that any node can effectively pull at most K
messages per round (assuming the energy supply itself is not faulty). To
prevent faulty nodes from sending too large messages, we can restrict the
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bandwidth of the communication channels by e.g. similarly limiting either
the energy supply as before or simply the number of communication wires
between any two nodes in the circuit.

3.4.2

Sampling messages

Publication II shows how to modify the deterministic recursive resilience
boosting construction described in Section 3.2 to use randomised sampling
in the pulling model. This can be used to considerably reduce the number
of messages sent by correct nodes when the total number of nodes is large.
The idea is that each node uniformly at random pulls messages from a
subset of nodes instead of receiving a message from all the nodes in the
system. If each node samples a large enough number of nodes, then with
high probability the sample gives a good representation of the state of the
system.
Recall that in the deterministic techniques we have considered so far in
Section 2.5 and Section 3.2, nodes merely perform various threshold checks
on the values received from the other nodes. Essentially, the algorithms
only rely on a handful of different thresholds: “at least n

f nodes sent

the value a”, “at least f + 1 sent the value a”, or “majority of the received
messages contained the value a”. Based on the result of the threshold
checks and votes, the algorithm then decides how to modify its state.
The main issue is to modify the threshold checks used by the deterministic algorithms so that they also work in the case where we randomly
sample a subset of messages. Note that the above thresholds can be expressed as fractional versions, where we check whether (n

f )/n > 2/3,

(f + 1)/n > 1/2, or more than 1/2 of the messages contained the value a.
Thus, if we sample K messages, we can simply change the threshold votes
used in the algorithm with the corresponding fractional versions. This
demands that we modify
• the phase king algorithm from Section 2.5, and

• the weak counter construction from Section 3.2
accordingly to use the fractional threshold votes.
After this, concentration bound arguments can be used to show that it
suffices to sample K = O(log n) messages for the modified phase king and
weak counter construction to behave as in the deterministic case with high
probability. However, we need to assume that the fraction of faulty nodes is
less than 1/(3 + ) for a constant
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random (with repetition) sample ⇥(log n) messages. Then, in expectation,
a fraction of 1/(3 + ) the messages are from faulty nodes. By applying
Chernoff bounds [94], we can show that sampling K(n, k, ) = ⇥(log n) is
enough to guarantee that all threshold voting steps succeed with high
probability, and so, the probability of failure is at most 1/nk .

3.4.3

Probabilistic counters

Using the sampling techniques, it is possible to devise a randomised variant of Theorem 4. We say that an algorithm A is a probabilistic strong
c-counter over n nodes if the stabilisation time T (A) guarantees that A
behaves correctly with probability 1

n

k

at each round r

T (A), where

k = O(1). Thus, a probabilistic counter will with high probability count
correctly for some time before it needs to stabilise again.
In order to construct probabilistic algorithms, we can start the recursion
using deterministic algorithms obtained from Corollary 3 until we get
counting algorithms for ⌦(log n) nodes. From this point onward, we can
replace the algorithms A0 and A1 with their randomised counterparts that
sample ⇥(log n) messages. Note that when we switch to sampling in the
recursive construction, in each recursive step we use the same sample size
of ⇥(log n), where n will be the total number of nodes on the final level of
the recursion (i.e., the size of the network).
Since we will have O(log f ) iterations in the recursive construction, we
can get probabilistic counting algorithms where each node pulls a total of
O(log f · log n) = O(log2 n) messages per round. Since the algorithms will
have a probability of n

k

to fail in each round, the algorithm stabilises with

high probability and afterwards it will behave correctly for polynomiallymany rounds in expectation.
In a sense, the probabilistic counters can be seen as a variant of the
deterministic weak counters: we get a guarantee that the algorithm will
eventually work for some time with high probability. Thus, we can use
the probabilistic counters in place of the weak counters when applying
the techniques in Section 2.5. By using a probabilistic weak ⇥(f )-counter
and a deterministic version of the phase king from Section 2.5, we can
get a randomised counting algorithm that stabilises in O(f ) rounds with
high probability, and once stabilised, the deterministic phase king ensures
that stabilisation is permanent. In this case, each node pulls O(log n log f )
messages of size O(log2 f ) for the weak counter and O(n) messages of size
O(log c) for the deterministic phase king. Therefore, the total number of
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bits communicated per round would be O n log n log3 f + n2 log c compared
to O(n2 log2 f + n2 log c) bits sent by the plain deterministic algorithm.

3.4.4

Pseudo-random counters

We now show yet another application of the probabilistic sampling construction, which can be used to attain so-called pseudo-random algorithms
assuming that the adversary is oblivious: the adversary chooses the set
of faulty nodes independently of the randomness used by the nodes. In
other words, we first let the adversary pick a set F of faulty nodes, then
we randomly sample the communication links for each node exactly once,
and finally, the adversary chooses the initial state for each node.
Note that if we would let the adversary pick the set of faulty nodes after
sampling the network topology, the adversary could simply choose the
faulty nodes so that some correct nodes would have a majority of their
neighbours faulty. This would of course allow the adversary to prevent
stabilisation.
However, under an oblivious adversary, the probabilistic construction
yields pseudo-random counters that satisfy the following properties:
1. any execution of the algorithm stabilises with high probability, and
2. if an execution stabilises, then all correct nodes will deterministically
count correctly.
In particular, this can be viewed as a way to randomly construct a relatively sparse communication network for deterministic algorithms. Each
node in the sampled graph will have a polylogarithmic in-degree and polylogarithmic out-degree in expectation. In other words, the communication
network has a polylogarithmic average degree. If the set of faulty nodes is
chosen independently of the communication graph, then with high probability, the algorithm will stabilise in the sampled network. However, there
remains a positive probability that the algorithm will not stabilise. This is
necessary as otherwise we would contradict the lower bound of Dolev [41]:
we would have networks with only polylogarithmic vertex connectivity but
linear resilience.
Finally note that in some applications it may be hard to justify why
the choice of faulty nodes would be independent with respect to the communication topology. For example, a node with several communication
links might be more prone to manufacturing errors, and thus, the topology
of the communication network and the distribution of faulty nodes may
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Figure 3.3. Three graphs with vertex connectivity of 0, 1, and 2 from left to right. In each
case, removing the grey nodes will disconnect the graph.

be correlated. In the next section, we see how to attain other network
topologies that are not fully-connected, but still deterministically stabilise
under any choice of faulty nodes.

3.5

Generalised network topologies

In the previous sections, we have considered
1. deterministic algorithms in fully-connected communication networks
2. randomised and pseudo-random algorithms where the communication links are randomly sampled.
In this section, we briefly overview approaches how to directly employ algorithms designed for fully-connected communication networks in sparser
communication networks.
Similarly to the case of pseudo-random algorithms, we look at networks
where a single node can only send messages to a fixed subset of other
nodes. However, in this case it is possible to get a deterministic guarantee
that the algorithm stabilises assuming one uses a suitable deterministic
algorithm to begin with.

3.5.1

Propagation in well-connected graphs

Recall from Section 2.2 that counting is as hard as consensus, and thus,
it follows that counting can only be solved in a network with vertex connectivity of at least 2f + 1; otherwise, the faulty nodes can prevent stabilisation [41] unless, e.g., cryptographic assumptions are made on the
communication model. A graph G is said to have vertex connectivity of k if
G remains connected after removing any set of k

1 vertices. For example,

a simple path has vertex connectivity of zero, while a cycle has vertex
connectivity of one. See Figure 3.3 for illustrated examples.
Suppose that we have a graph G with vertex connectivity of k. Let A
be the set of k nodes whose removal disconnects the graph into two non-
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empty subgraphs G1 and G2 . It is easy to see that if there are k faulty
nodes, then the faulty nodes can prevent stabilisation: if nodes in G1 and
G2 initially agree on different counter values (after a transient failure),
then the faulty nodes can feed contradicting information to both parts
forever. Using slightly more careful arguments [41], it can be shown that
if f

k/2, then the faulty nodes can prevent agreement. Intuitively,

if half of the nodes in the set A are faulty, then the faulty nodes can
still pass ambiguous information through the cut since the correct values
cannot form a majority. Therefore, we focus on graphs that have vertex
connectivity of at least 2f + 1.
Publication I gives a family of graphs where counting can be solved
given an f -resilient counting algorithm for a small complete network.
The general idea is to have a small fully-connected subset of k nodes
in the network act as a “core” that solves the counting problem locally.
Eventually, once the core has stabilised, all correct nodes in the core
propagate the generated signals to other nodes in the system. Assuming
suitable connectivity properties of the network and distribution of the
faulty nodes, we can devise a routing scheme for the signals generated by
the core that guarantees that eventually all nodes outside the core receive
the correct signal (i.e., the stabilised c-counter value).
Families of well-connected graphs.

We now define a family of graphs

where a simple propagation algorithm can be used to diffuse the output
of a stabilised counter. Let k, m, and d be positive integers and G(k, m, d)

a family of graphs that satisfies the following properties. We say that

G 2 G(k, m, d) if there exists a partition V0 , . . . , Vd of the set V of nodes of
the graph G such that

• the set V0 forms a k-clique, and

• each v 2 Vi has at least m neighbours in the set V0 [ · · · [ Vi

1.

Figure 3.4 gives illustrated examples of graphs belonging to different
families that satisfy the above conditions.
The graph family G(k, m, d) can also be characterised using the following

“social influence” or “diffusion game”, where nodes change their initial
opinions to a new opinion if it is held by sufficiently many neighbours; see
e.g. [55] for examples of similar games and their applications. The game
proceeds as follows. Initially, all nodes are coloured white. Then we pick
a clique of k nodes that we colour black. Now in each round, a node v
changes its colour from white to black if at least m of its neighbours are
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G1

G2

G3

Figure 3.4. Examples of generalised network topologies. Nodes encompassed within a
rectangle form a k-clique, where a c-counting algorithm for k nodes is run. All
nodes propagate their counter values to their neighbours. Once the clique
stabilises, correct nodes in the clique start to propagate consistent counter
values to their neighbouring nodes triggering a cascade effect that stabilises
the entire network. The figure is from Publication I.

black. If within d rounds all the nodes are coloured black, then we can
conclude that G 2 G(k, m, d).
The propagation algorithm.

We now give a simple propagation algorithm

that solves c-counting in the above graph family given a c-counting algorithm for k nodes. Let G 2 G(k, m, d) be a graph with n nodes and A an

f -resilient c-counting algorithm designed for a k-node complete graph. For
each v 2 Vi where i > 0, define the set of predecessors of v as
P (v) = V0 [ . . . [ Vi

1.

If m = 2f + 1 holds, then for any i > 0 a node v 2 Vi only needs to follow
the majority output value of nodes in the set P (v). Since |P (v)|

2f + 1, if

there are at most f faulty nodes in the system, then more than half of the
nodes in P (v) will be correct. Thus, assuming the output of P (v) eventually
stabilises, node v can use the output of P (v) to predict what should be its
output in the next round.
Each node v in the graph G runs the following algorithm:
1. If v 2 V0 , then
(a) Receive messages from nodes in V0 .
(b) Execute a single step of A and let a be the output of A.
(c) Send messages related to A to neighbours in V0 .
(d) Output the value a and broadcast it to all neighbours not in V0 .
2. If v 2 Vi for some i > 0, then
(a) Receive messages from P (v).
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V0

V0

V1

V2

V0

V1

V2
t rounds

V1

V2
t + 1 rounds

t + 2 rounds

Figure 3.5. Construction of the propagation algorithm. The rectangles highlight the
partition given by node sets V0 , V1 and V2 . The arrows between the rectangles
illustrate from which predecessor sets nodes receive information: for each
i > 0, the set Vi relies on the output values of nodes in sets Vj where j < i.
The partition V0 consists of the k-clique that runs A that stabilises in t rounds.
After V0 stabilises, then in the following rounds, V1 is guaranteed to stabilise
first and by round t + 2 nodes in the set V2 stabilise as well.

(b) Let b be the majority value sent by nodes in P (v) or ? if no
majority exists.

(c) Output and broadcast the value b + 1 mod c.
Note that if A uses messages of size b bits, then the propagation algorithm
has a maximum message size of max{b, dlog ce}. In particular, all nodes in
V \ V0 only need to send the counter value in each round, and communicate
nothing else.

Using a straightforward induction, it is easy to see that the above algorithm stabilises in time t + d, where t is the stabilisation time of A and
d is the parameter in the graph family. Figure 3.5 illustrates the flow of
information in the construction.
Lemma 2. Let 0  i  d. In round t + i, all correct nodes in V0 [ · · · [ Vi
output the same value.

Proof. The base case i = 0 follows trivially from the fact that A stabilises
in time t. For the inductive step, suppose that the claim holds for some
0 < i < d and consider a node v 2 Vi+1 . Since P (v) ✓ V0 [ · · · [ Vi and
|P (v)|

2f + 1, by the induction assumption node v receives at least f + 1

messages from correct nodes that all output the same value y. Thus, v will
see this as the majority value and output y 0 = y + 1 mod c. In the next
round t + i + 1, all nodes in P (v) also output y 0 , and hence, all correct nodes
in V0 [ · · · [ Vi+1 output the same value.
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3.5.2

Beyond high connectivity

If we use the above propagation algorithm, then the communication graph
G 2 G(k, m, d) has to satisfy k

3f +1 and m

2f +1 if we want to tolerate

an arbitrary set of f faulty nodes. Unfortunately, this leads to relatively
high connectivity, which is however known to be necessary in the deterministic setting [41] unless we use a stronger model of communication.
Nevertheless, some approaches to attaining low-connectivity exist. First,
a straightforward way to (slightly) reduce the connectivity is to circumvent
the lower bound by combining the propagation construction given here
with the probabilistic and pseudo-random counters described in Section 3.4:
simply replace the algorithm A used in the k-clique with a corresponding
randomised algorithm or pseudo-random algorithm.
Second, if the goal is to tolerate any arbitrary set of f faulty nodes
with deterministic algorithms, then obviously there is not much we can
do given the impossibility results. Nevertheless, in cases where such
strong guarantees are not absolutely necessary, e.g. the distribution of
faulty nodes is unlikely to be pathological or adversarial, then there exist
examples of networks where stabilisation can be achieved in the presence
of more than f faults. For example, if the partitions are tree-like in the
sense that for any v 2 Vi+1 we have P (v) ✓ Vi , then the algorithm will

stabilise even if there are at most f faults in each Vi .

Moreover, weaker guarantees and assumptions on the distribution of
faulty nodes may still be reasonable from a practical perspective. Indeed, in a related problem of distributing clock pulse signals, even sparser
graphs with constant connectivity, such as hexagonal grids, have been employed [42]. In a hexagonal grid, where each node has degree at most six,
it is possible to guarantee self-stabilisation and Byzantine fault-tolerance
if the faulty nodes are sufficiently isolated. In many practical applications,
having a low connectivity is vital. For example, in a large hardware circuit, having O(n2 ) communication wires is both impractical and difficult to
achieve due to physical space constraints.

3.6

A summary of the counting techniques

In this chapter, we discussed techniques to attain algorithms for the
synchronous c-counting problem that are both fast and communicationefficient. The focus was on complementary techniques that can be used to
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reduce the total number of bits communicated while still attaining linear
(in the number of faults) stabilisation time. The key aspects studied were
the maximum message size and the state complexity of each node, and also
the average degree and connectivity of the communication graph.
To summarise, we gave an overview of several key results that appear in
Publication I and Publication II. In particular, we have examined
1. deterministic algorithms with asymptotically optimal stabilisation
time of ⇥(f ) rounds and only polylogarithmic state complexity,
2. a deterministic technique to reduce the number of communicated bits
to O(1 + log c/ log ) bits after stabilisation while increasing stabilisation time by O() rounds for any parameter  2 ⌦(f ),
3. probabilistic algorithms that stabilise and behave correctly with high
probability while transmitting only a polylogarithmic number of
messages per node each round,
4. pseudo-random algorithms that stabilise with high probability in
sparse graphs with polylogarithmic average degree under an oblivious adversary,
5. a large family of graphs, where the above algorithms can be used
in conjunction with a propagation algorithm in non-fully-connected
communication topologies.
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4. Synthesis of Distributed Algorithms

This chapter overviews synthesis and computational algorithm design
techniques developed and employed in Publication I and Publication III.
Synthesis is the task of automatically constructing algorithms or proving
their non-existence. That is, we devise and employ algorithms that search
for distributed algorithms. This chapter showcases how synthesis techniques are useful in the design of novel distributed algorithms for counting
and colouring. In addition, we show how computational techniques can be
applied to attain impossibility results.

4.1

Synthesis via combinatorial search

The main goal in synthesis is to automate the task of devising algorithms.
The benefit of synthesising algorithms is twofold. First, it can speedup
the design of algorithms and find novel algorithms that are unlikely to
be found without resorting to exhaustive search, which can be taxing to
do manually. In particular, it is often possible to systematically chart all
possible algorithm candidates, and thus, find algorithms that are exactly
optimal in the complexity parameters. Put otherwise, synthesis techniques
can also be used to disprove the existence of better algorithms.
As an example, Publication III shows that the fundamental distributed
symmetry-breaking problem of colouring a directed cycle has a time complexity of exactly

1
2

log⇤ n communication rounds; prior results [34, 90] have

shown that the complexity is

1
2

log⇤ n + C for some constant C. In addition,

Publication I gives (exactly) state-optimal counting algorithms for the
case of f = 1 faulty nodes. That is, instead of resorting to e.g. the usual
asymptotic analysis, synthesis provides a way to attain very fine-grained
understanding of the complexity of distributed algorithms.
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Another key benefit is that synthesised algorithms are provably correct
by design. In the case of fault-tolerant algorithms, this property becomes
particularly useful, as designing fault-tolerant algorithms is often notoriously difficult. Typically, it is laborious to verify whether an algorithm
behaves correctly in all possible fault scenarios. In particular, when we
introduce arbitrary adversarial behaviour into the system, as in the case
of self-stabilisation and Byzantine fault-tolerance, the adversary can exploit intricate bugs and vulnerabilities in the algorithms not predicted or
observed by the algorithm designer.
Unfortunately, many synthesis tasks turn out to be either undecidable or
computationally intractable in general [60, 99, 104]; even the seemingly
easier task of verification is often hard [24]. Nevertheless, various techniques have been proposed to make synthesis tractable [59, 61, 73]. In
practice, one often has to resort to either restricted or bounded variants of
synthesis tasks, where e.g. the number of nodes or computational resources,
such as time and state, are bounded.
The synthesis tasks in Publication I and Publication III fall into the
category of bounded synthesis tasks. For example, let us consider the
counting problem discussed in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3. When attempting
to synthesise counting algorithms, there exist several parameters that
can be bounded or fixed: the number of nodes n, the number f of faulty
nodes, maximum stabilisation time t, or the number of states or state
bits s. Once we fix these parameters, there will be a finite number, albeit
still often a humongous amount, of different candidate algorithms. Thus,
if the correctness of an algorithm can be decided in finite time, then
in principle, one can simply find a correct algorithm by checking each
candidate algorithm one by one.
The high-level strategy employed in Publication I and Publication III
is to first identify some finite combinatorial problem that captures the
existence of a distributed algorithm. The idea is to show that there exists
a distributed algorithm for a specific problem if and only if a certain
combinatorial structure exists. This allows us to reduce the synthesis
task of distributed algorithms to finite combinatorial search problems.
Moreover, the combinatorial characterisation often exhibits structure that
can be exploited in order to avoid a naïve exhaustive search.
Publication I and Publication III demonstrate the use of synthesis techniques in two very different types of distributed computing problems: the
2-counting problem and the local graph colouring problem. The 2-counting
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problem is a special case of the c-counting problem discussed in Chapter 2
and Chapter 3. In this problem, we deal with a fully-connected communication network with arbitrary initial states and faulty nodes with arbitrary
behaviour. By contrast, the graph colouring problem considers systems
with a very sparse communication graph, such as directed paths, cycles and
trees, and no faulty nodes. This means that each node receives information
from a very small number of nodes, but still the solution provided by the
algorithm needs to be globally consistent. In both cases, synthesis yields
novel upper and lower bounds.

4.1.1

Computer-aided design: Isolate and generalise

Publication I and Publication III act as case studies demonstrating synthesis as a viable technique for proving the existence and non-existence
of novel distributed algorithms. In both cases, the algorithms found using
computational algorithm design techniques beat human-designed algorithms from prior work.
While the two problems are fundamentally different, a similar inductive
approach can be used when tackling either problem:
1. Isolate a tractable base case for small parameter values and synthesise optimal or almost-optimal solutions.
2. Generalise the synthesised base case to attain solutions for other
parameter values.
Put otherwise, we can first solve a base case and then devise an inductive
argument that shows the existence (or non-existence) of algorithms for the
general case.
Often, even solving some seemingly simple restricted base cases turns
out to be tricky. For example, 2-counting algorithms that use the optimal
number of states already for small parameter values such as n = 4 and
f = 1 are hard to come by without the use of computer search. However,
once we have solved the base case, it can be used as a seed to solve the
problem in less restricted settings. This approach, dubbed here as isolateand-generalise, has borne fruit in computational design of distributed
algorithms.
Techniques for counting.

In the counting problem, we can use a c-counting

algorithm for small fixed values of c, n and f as a base case. For example, already finding state-optimal and fast 2-counting algorithms for the
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first non-trivial case of n = 4 nodes with resilience f = 1 is useful: we
can then start applying various generalisation techniques discussed in
Chapter 2 and Chapter 3, such as the composition and the recursive resilience boosting techniques. The composition of 2-counters immediately
yields 2k -counting algorithms for any k > 1, and the recursive resilience
boosting technique can be used to increase the number of faults tolerated.
Moreover, the synthesised algorithms for fully-connected networks can
also be generalised to various other communication graph topologies as
discussed in Section 3.5. Finally, Publication I also shows that given an
f -resilient counting algorithm for n nodes that stabilises in t rounds and
uses s states, it can be generalised to run on any number of n0 > n nodes
without affecting the resilience, stabilisation time, or the number of states.
Techniques for graph colouring.

In the case of graph colouring, the isolate-

and-generalise approach can be used for both lower and upper bounds. For
upper bounds, it is relatively straightforward to apply the approach as
follows [108]:
1. synthesise fast colour reduction algorithms for a small palette,
2. apply general colour reduction algorithms to reduce the number of
colours from any number of colours to the small palette.
In particular, we can synthesise an algorithm A1 that runs in t1 rounds
and reduces the number of colours from c to k. Then we can apply an
algorithm A2 that reduces the number of colours from any n to c in t2
rounds. Thus, we get general colour reduction algorithms that reduce the
number of colours from n to k in t1 + t2 rounds. A computer search can
be used to find optimal or almost-optimal colour reduction algorithms for
small colour palettes. The optimal algorithms can then be used to improve
the performance of general colouring algorithms which often have good
asymptotic performance, but poor performance when the number of colours
becomes small.
Furthermore, Publication III shows that the isolate-and-generalise approach can also be used to attain impossibility results, that is, lower bounds
on the running time of colouring algorithms. In this case, we in some sense
reverse the approach:
1. argue that a fast colour reduction algorithm from a large palette c to
a small palette k implies faster algorithms for small palettes k 0 > k,
2. show the non-existence of efficient algorithms for small palettes k 0 .
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We can show the non-existence of algorithms for small palettes using
computational techniques, as the existence of such algorithms is captured
by so-called neighbourhood graphs and successor graphs. Analysing the
chromatic number of these graphs directly yields bounds on local graph
colouring algorithms. In prior work, neighbourhood graphs have been used
to derive analytic bounds [90] on the performance of local graph colouring
algorithms, but they can also be used to synthesise small-palette colouring
algorithms [108]. Publication III introduces a new notion of successor
graphs which turn out to be useful for synthesising tight lower bounds.

4.1.2

Tools for synthesis

The main computational tools for synthesis that are used both in Publication I and Publication III are Boolean propositional satisfiability solvers,
or more conveniently, SAT solvers for short. In the Boolean propositional
satisfiability problem, the task is to decide whether a given propositional
formula ' has a satisfying assignment.
The satisfiability problem is one of the most studied problems in computer
science. While satisfiability is the archetypal NP-complete problem [67],
the recent decade has shown that state-of-the-art SAT solvers have no problem in solving large real-world instances. Indeed, the highly non-trivial
synthesis instances from Publication I and Publication II are examples of
this phenomenon.
Problem definition.

Typically, SAT solvers assume that the input is in

so-called conjunctive normal form, where the input formula contains n
Boolean variables X = {x0 , . . . , xn

1}

and m clauses C0 , . . . , Cm

1.

Each

clause Ci is a disjunction of literals, where a literal is either a variable xj
or its negation ¬xj . The input formula ' = C0 ^ · · · ^ Cm

1

is a conjunction

of the clauses. If the formula is satisfiable, a SAT solver outputs an
assignment a : X ! {0, 1} on which the formula ' evaluates to true.
Otherwise, the solver declares the formula to be unsatisfiable (and in many
cases can also give a proof of this). For a broad exposition on SAT solving
techniques and their applications, see for example [21].
Synthesis via satisfiability.

Our typical approach is to characterise the

existence of algorithms as a constraint satisfaction problem related to
graphs, which is then encoded as a satisfiability instance. For example, in
Publication III the synthesis problem is essentially the well-known graph
colouring problem on a special family of graphs. In the graph colouring
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problem, the constraints relate the nodes connected by edges: for each
edge {u, v} in the graph, we want to ensure that the end-points u and v

are assigned different colours. Here, a simple and natural encoding to the
SAT problem exists: we can introduce a Boolean variable xu,c for each node
u and colour c, and then, have constraints that forbid assignments such
that xu,c = 1 and xv,c = 1 if nodes u and v are adjacent. By contrast, in
the constraint satisfaction problem for counting, we are constraining the
existence of certain kinds of paths and cycles in graphs.

4.2

Synthesis of counting algorithms

We now overview techniques and results related to the synthesis of smallstate 2-counting algorithms given in Publication I. As a first step, we
discuss how to verify a given algorithm using so-called projection graphs.
After this, we consider two different search techniques for synthesising
counting algorithms. Both approaches are based on propositional satisfiability solvers. Finally, we give a brief summary of the synthesis results
reported in Publication I.

4.2.1

Projection graphs

The notion of projection graphs is useful for verifying the correctness of
a counting algorithm. Intuitively, the projection graph gives all possible
executions of an algorithm under some set of faulty nodes. If we are given
an algorithm A, we can verify its correctness by checking whether the
projection graphs for each possible set F of faulty nodes satisfy certain
properties. In the following, we refer to the four key parameters which
play a role in the synthesis task:
• the number of nodes n,

• the bound f on the number of faulty nodes,
• the total number of states s, and

• the maximum stabilisation time t.

Since the focus is on simple small-state solutions to the 2-counting problem,
we consider a slightly simpler variant of the model given in Chapter 2. The
idea is that two special states 0 and 1 will denote the output values of the
counters, and the rest of the s

2 states serve as auxiliary states. In each

round the nodes will simply broadcast their current state to all other nodes
in the system. The goal is to have all correct nodes eventually reach and
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oscillate between states 0 and 1 no matter what is the initial state and the
behaviour of the faulty nodes.
More formally, for any state x 2 [s] and a node v, we define the message

function µ and the output function p to satisfy µ(v, x) = p(v, x) = x, that is,
both functions map the state x of a node v as is to the values broadcast and
output by node v. Note that a node may output a value that is not in the set
{0, 1} of actual output values we are interested in; however, we simply treat

such output values as indicating that the output has not stabilised yet. In
this setting, the state transition function has the form g : [n] ⇥ [s]n ! [s].

Thus, a node v transitions to state g(v, u) when it observes the incoming
messages u 2 [s]n .
Observable and actual configurations.

In order to precisely define the

notion of projection graphs, we need to introduce the concepts of observable
and actual configurations. Since we will have s different states, every node
v will observe some vector u 2 [s]n in each round. Thus, the set [s]n is

called the set of observable configurations, that is, all possible vectors of

messages a node can receive in a single round.
For each F ✓ [n], let ⇡F be a projection such that for any u 2 [s]n , the

vector ⇡F (u) = x satisfies xv = ⇤ if v 2 F and xv = uv otherwise. For
example, ⇡{2} ((0, 1, 0, 1)) = (0, 1, ⇤, 1). Thus, when a correct node receives

a vector of messages u 2 [s]n , we say that u is the configuration observed
by node v, whereas ⇡F (u) will be the actual configuration. The intuition

here is that the faulty nodes do not have a well-defined state, and so, we
only care about the state of the correct nodes. However, while two different
nodes may observe different configurations u and w in the same round,
both still satisfy ⇡F (u) = ⇡F (w). Since the nodes themselves do not know
F , they cannot deduce ⇡F (u).
Reachable configurations and projection graphs.

Given any algorithm A

with state transition function g, we can analyse the behaviour of A as
follows. Let VF = ⇡([s]n ) be the set of all possible actual configurations.
For any pair x, y 2 VF of actual configurations, we say that the actual

configuration y is reachable (under A) from an actual configuration x if for
each correct node v 2 [n] \ F there exists some observable configuration
uv 2 [s]n satisfying both ⇡F (uv ) = x and g(v, uv ) = yv .

Given an algorithm A and a fixed set F ✓ [n] of faulty nodes, we define

the projection graph GF (A) = (VF , RF (A)) as follows. The set of nodes in
the projection graph corresponds to the actual configurations VF = ⇡F ([s]n )
and there is a directed edge (x, y) 2 RF (A) if y is reachable from x in one
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Figure 4.1. A projection graph GF (A) for a 3-state algorithm A on four nodes with set
F = {0} of faulty nodes. The numbers next to the states represent the
maximum distance to either state 0F = (⇤, 0, 0, 0) or 1F = (⇤, 1, 1, 1). The
figure is from Publication I.

step under algorithm A. That is, the edge (x, y) is present in GF (A) if
there exists a set F and an execution of A such that the system transitions
from the actual configuration x to configuration y in one round. Figure 4.1
gives example of a projection graph for an algorithm for four nodes.
Verifying correctness.

We now consider how to verify the correctness of

an algorithm A. This can be done by analysing the properties of projection
graphs. Observe that the projection graph GF (A) essentially encodes all
possible executions of the algorithm A when F is the set of faulty nodes.
For each initial configuration of the system, there is a corresponding node
x 2 VF in the projection graph. Depending on the behaviour of the faulty
nodes, the configuration of the system in the next round is some y 2 VF

where (x, y) 2 RF (A). In particular, there is no way for the faulty nodes to
force the state of the system to be z 2 VF such that (x, z) 2
/ RF (A).

In order to check for self-stabilisation under a fixed set of faulty nodes,

we need to ensure that from any x 2 VF the states corresponding to

correct behaviour will be reached. These states are 0F = ⇡F ((0, . . . , 0)) and
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1F = ⇡F ((1, . . . , 1)), which correspond to actual configurations where all
the correct nodes are outputting the same counter value, either 0 or 1,
respectively. Once a correct counting algorithm has stabilised, the system
should keep alternating between these two states and cannot transition to
any other state (unless a new transient failure occurs). Thus, we want the
projection graph GF (A) to satisfy the following properties:
• for all x 2 VF , any directed walk from x can be extended to reach 0F ,
• for all x 2 VF , there is no edge (x, x) 2 RF (A),

• for all x 2 VF \ {0F , 1F }, there is no directed walk from x back to x,
• 0F 2 VF has exactly one outgoing edge and it is (0F , 1F ) 2 RF (A),

• 1F 2 VF has exactly one outgoing edge and it is (1F , 0F ) 2 RF (A).
The first three properties ensure that eventually the configuration 0F
is reached no matter what the initial configuration is. The remaining
properties enforce that the only directed cycle in the graph consists of the
nodes 0F and 1F , that is, eventually all correct nodes count modulo 2 in
agreement. If we want to verify that the algorithm stabilises in time t, we
can modify the constraints to bound the length of the directed walks by t.
To ensure that the algorithm A has resilience f , we simply need to check
that for all F ✓ [n] such that |F |  f , the above properties are satisfied by
the projection graph GF (A). That is, no matter how the f faulty nodes are
chosen, the algorithm A will always stabilise.

4.2.2

Search techniques

Given that we know how to verify whether an algorithm A is correct,
searching for an algorithm is straightforward – at least in principle. Once
we fix the parameters n, f , s and t, there will be finitely many choices for
an algorithm A: an algorithm only needs to specify the state transition
function g : [n] ⇥ [s]n ! [s]. Thus, we can simply enumerate through every
possible state transition function and verify each resulting algorithm using
the projection graphs as described above.
Of course, this approach can take a long time. The state transition
function can be viewed as a lookup table with ` = nsn entries each of which
can take s values. This yields a total number of s` different state transition
functions.
Since the number of algorithms grows super-exponentially in the parameters, the search space quickly explodes. Unfortunately, no 1-resilient
algorithm for the case n = 4 and s = 2 exists, and in the next possible case
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where s = 3, we already have 3324 ⇡ 10154 different algorithm candidates.
Nevertheless, Publication I shows that there exist various practical syn-

thesis techniques that yield results even in cases where there are up to
10579 possible algorithm candidates. In summary, Publication I explores
and employs the following complementary approaches:
• restricted families of algorithms,

• a direct encoding to propositional satisfiability,
• a counterexample-guided search algorithm,
• large-scale parallelism and random search.
Restricted families of algorithms.

Perhaps the easiest way to reduce the

search space, and to make synthesis faster, is to reduce the number of
algorithm candidates by considering restricted families of algorithms. This
can be done by imposing some additional structure, such as some symmetry
constraints, on the algorithms to be synthesised. While this can limit the
size of the search space dramatically, the trade-off is that the approach can
potentially rule out many good or even all correct algorithms.
As an example of restricted algorithm families, Publication I considers
so-called cyclic algorithms that satisfy
g(v, (xv , . . . , xn

1 , x0 , . . . , xv 1 ))

= g(0, (x0 , . . . , xn

1 ))

for all v 2 [n] and x 2 [s]n . Here the state transition function is invariant

under cyclic relabelling of the nodes. In particular, this reduces the size of
the search space considerably as we only need to synthesise a transition
function for the first node. It turns out that efficient cyclic algorithms exist.
Direct encoding.

A relatively simple way to solve combinatorial constraint

satisfaction problems is to encode the problem as a propositional satisfiability instance. This allows the use of any off-the-shelf satisfiability solver of
which many are freely available online; for example, Publication I utilised
the MiniSAT [56] and lingeling solvers [20] for synthesis. In addition to
being relatively easy to use (one only needs to provide a suitable input formula for the solver), one of the key benefits of using a SAT solver instead of
a customised search program is that many SAT solvers have already been
heavily fine-tuned and engineered for performance: they include many
search and simplification techniques together that help prune the search
space automatically; see e.g. [21] for an introduction to the topic.
With this in mind, Publication I shows how to encode a synthesis instance
for counting in a relatively straightforward manner. On a high level, the
synthesis procedure works as follows:
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1. Fix the problem parameters n, f , s, and t.
2. Construct a propositional formula ' that is satisfiable if and only if
there exists an algorithm for the given parameters.
3. Find a satisfying assignment to ' using a SAT solver.
4. If a satisfying assignment exists, the assignment can be translated
to an algorithm satisfying the constraints.
Intuitively, we employ the following search strategy:
1. Guess an algorithm candidate A.
2. Construct the projection graph GF (A) for each F ✓ [n] s.t. |F |  f .

3. Verify that each GF (A) satisfies the properties listed in Section 4.2.1.

Of course, the SAT solver will not follow these steps literally, but instead
we can build the formula ' to mimic this behaviour. In order to achieve the
first step, we introduce free variables that define an algorithm candidate
A and free variables that indicate which edges are present in each of the
projection graphs. For the second step, we have the variables defining
the algorithm candidate determine which edge variables are set to true
and false. The final step consists of encoding the constraints related to
the structure of the projection graphs using the edge variables. During
the search, the solver can, for example, first infer which edges need to be
present to satisfy the constraints on the projection graphs, and this way,
learn additional constraints related to the variables defining the algorithm
A, and so on.
Counterexample-guided search.

One of the problems with the direct en-

coding is the fact that the number of constraints grows fast with the
parameters. For example, the encoding uses on the order of O(t · |VF |2 )
constraints per projection graph just to enforce the property that from each

initial state we can reach either state 0F or 1F . Thus, while intuitively
it should be easier to find algorithms that take a longer time to stabilise,
solving instances with more relaxed stabilisation time t bounds may end
up being slower, as the size of encoding grows fast with t.
In order to address this problem, Publication I considers a counterexampleguided synthesis technique, which is a different way to exploit satisfiability
solvers. Here, the idea is to start the search with a small “abstract” encoding that may allow incorrect algorithms. During the search, we find
algorithm candidates that satisfy the abstract encoding, but may be incorrect on closer inspection. If this happens, the encoding is gradually “refined”
to forbid incorrect algorithms with similar behaviour. This approach is also
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known as lazy synthesis [59] and closely resembles counterexample-guided
abstraction refinement techniques for model checking [31, 33]. Intuitively,
the counterexample-guided search proceeds as follows:
1. Start with an abstract encoding ' (allowing incorrect algorithms).
2. Guess an algorithm candidate A that satisfies '.
3. Guess a counterexample for A. That is, find a set of faulty nodes and
an execution in which A does not stabilise within the time bound t.
4. If a counterexample exists, use it to learn new constraints that forbid
similar algorithms, and update '. Repeat from Step 2.
5. If no counterexamples exist, A is a correct algorithm.
The idea is that the encoding ' implicitly defines a set of candidate algorithms. Each iteration of the search algorithm picks an algorithm candidate from this set and checks whether it is correct. If not, it uses the
counterexample to learn new constraints that shrink the set of candidate
algorithms.
In the search algorithm, a SAT solver can be employed as a subroutine
in the second and third step. That is, we find an algorithm A by finding
a suitable satisfying assignment for the current formula ' and also a
counterexample for the algorithm A. In this case, a counterexample is an
execution that does not stabilise, that is, either (1) a path of length t + 1 in
some projection graph that does not lead to nodes 0F and 1F or (2) a cycle
that does not consist of the two states 0F and 1F . If a counterexample
is found, then we can use this to add new constraints that forbid such
executions. Eventually, a correct algorithm is found or the set of potential
candidate algorithms becomes empty.

4.2.3

A summary of results

The synthesis techniques described above have yielded novel algorithms
using small number of states with fast stabilisation times for the case
f = 1. Table 4.1 summarises the fastest found 2-counting algorithms
synthesised in Publication I for different values of n and s. All algorithms
except two are state-optimal: any counting algorithms needs to have s

2

states in order to store the output value and there does not exist any
2-counting algorithm for n 2 {4, 5} for s = 2. Table 4.2 gives an example of

a synthesised cyclic 2-counting algorithm for the case n = 4 and s = 3. The
projection graph of this algorithm is illustrated in Figure 4.1.
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class

nodes (n)

states (s)

stabilisation time (t)

cyclic

4

3

7

5

3

6

6

3

3

7

2

8

8

2

4

4

4

5

5

3

4

6

2

6

general

Table 4.1. Summary of the computer-designed algorithms from Publication I. The number
of nodes n is the smallest network on which the algorithm works and t is the
worst-case stabilisation time. The table is from Publication I.

As can be seen in Table 4.1, increasing the number of states leads to
reduced stabilisation times. An interesting open problem would be to see
if there exist algorithms for f = 1 with a stabilisation time of f + 1 = 2
for small values of n. As seen Chapter 2, counting can be used to solve
consensus, and hence, we have that t

f +1 for any deterministic counting

algorithm. However, it is not known whether counting has exactly the
same time complexity as consensus or not. Furthermore, it is worthwhile
to note that Publication I considered extremely simple counting algorithms.
This means that it may be possible to attain faster stabilisation times for
s > 2 if we allow for output functions other than the identity function, such
as e.g. mapping both states 0 and 2 as the output value 0 in the case of
s = 3.
When comparing the two different synthesis techniques, the empirical
experiments given in Publication I suggest that the counterexample-guided
search is good for finding some algorithm for given values of n and s,
whereas the direct encoding is a more efficient way to synthesise optimal
or tightly-constrained algorithms. Moreover, running several instances of
the search algorithm in parallel, each with different random seeds, can be
a viable practical technique to attain results fast (in terms of wall-clock
time) assuming that one has access to a large number of CPU cores.
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Table 4.2. A cyclic algorithm for n = 4, s = 3, f = 1, and t = 7. The value at position (x, y)
gives the result of the first node’s state transition function for the observed
state (x0 , x1 , y0 , y1 ) 2 [3]4 . For example, when observing the state (0110), the
node 0 will transition to state 2.

4.3

Local colouring

Publication III presents another case study for synthesis techniques for
distributed algorithms in a very different setting: local graph colouring
algorithms. We consider the distributed graph colouring problem, where
the task of colouring the communication graph with a small number of
colours such that adjacent nodes output different colours. The graph
colouring problem is a fundamental symmetry-breaking and coordination
primitive in distributed and parallel computing [34, 90]. Here, we consider
the specific task of finding a 3-colouring in a directed path that has been
coloured with n-colours, which is a subroutine used in many distributed
algorithms [6, 36, 66, 68, 101].
Unlike in the counting problem, we will assume communication networks that are very sparse (that is, constant-degree), such as paths, cycles,
and trees. This means that a node cannot directly communicate with all
other nodes in the network. In this setting, we assume that there is no
faulty behaviour in the system: there are no faulty nodes and we do not
consider arbitrary initial states as such. However, while this setting is
seemingly very different from the fault-tolerant algorithms considered before, there exists a close link between local algorithms and self-stabilising
algorithms [89]: synchronous local algorithms can be converted to asynchronous self-stabilising algorithms. That is, if the nodes have unique
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Figure 4.2. An example of a directed path with five nodes and a directed cycle with eight
nodes. All edges have a globally consistent orientation.

identifiers in non-volatile memory, the colouring algorithms we obtain also
yield efficient self-stabilising colouring algorithms.

4.3.1

Colouring directed paths and cycles

Before proceeding to the synthesis results, we overview the graph colouring
problem for directed paths and cycles. Here, our communication network
consists of a directed path (or a cycle) with a globally consistent orientation
as illustrated in Figure 4.2.
We assume that the graph has been properly coloured with n colours,
that is, each node is given some colour from the set [n] as local input such
that adjacent nodes have different colours. The task is to output a globally
consistent 3-colouring in as few communication rounds as possible. Note
that we only assume an upper bound of the number of initial colours, and
thus, the size of the graph may be much larger (even infinite) compared
to the number of colours. However, note that the typical setting of n
nodes with unique identifiers is covered: the unique identifiers form an
n-colouring of the graph.
By the 1990s it was already established [34, 90, 98, 112] that the time
complexity of this problem is

1
2

log⇤ n ± O(1). However, the exact complexity

of the problem remained open. Publication III gives the following tight
bound on the deterministic time complexity of the problem:
Theorem 2. For infinitely many values of n, it takes exactly

1
2

log⇤ n com-

munication rounds to compute a 3-colouring of a directed n-coloured path.
Interestingly, while the upper bound is established via a careful analysis
of a colour reduction algorithm by Naor and Stockmeyer [99], the matching
lower bound was obtained in part by using computer search. We now
briefly overview the key ideas behind the techniques for obtaining this
bound. Note that the original bound of Linial [90] already gives a lower
bound of

1
2

log⇤ n

1 rounds; the synthesis technique we discuss in the

following can be used to close the remaining gap.
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The lower bound technique of Linial relies on the idea that given a ccolouring algorithm that runs in t rounds, it is possible to mechanically
obtain faster algorithms that use a larger number of colours. That is, it is
possible to speed up algorithms by allowing them to output a larger set of
colours. Essentially, the idea is that a node can gather information from
nodes at a shorter distance and then use this information to simulate what
would be the potential outputs of the slower algorithm given the same
information.
One- and two-sided algorithms.

Publication III analyses the time com-

plexity of one- and two-sided colouring algorithms that gather information
in slightly different ways. In a two-sided algorithm, the node can receive
messages from both of its communication links, which is the typical setting
where the incoming and outgoing edge can be used for communication.
That is, the orientation of the edges only gives symmetry-breaking information to distinguish between the two neighbours. In the one-sided setting,
we consider only algorithms that receive messages from the incoming edge.
However, there is a direct correspondence between one- and two-sided
algorithms.
A two-sided t-round 3-colouring algorithm on a path or a cycle is equivalent to a function
A : [n]2t+1 ! {0, 1, 2},
which maps the local neighbourhood (x0 , . . . , x2t ) of a node with colour xt
to the output colour A(x0 , . . . , x2t ). The function satisfies the condition that
adjacent nodes will have different outputs:
A(x0 , . . . , x2t ) 6= A(x1 , . . . , x2t+1 ).
On the other hand, a one-sided t-round algorithm corresponds to a function
B : [n]t+1 ! {0, 1, 2} that satisfies B(x0 , . . . , xt ) 6= B(x1 , . . . , xt+1 ).

Let us use the following notation for the time complexity of reducing the

number of colours from n to c:
• T (n, c) is the time complexity of one-sided colouring algorithms,

• C(n, c) is the time complexity of a two-sided colouring algorithms.

It is easy to establish that C(n, c) = dT (n, c)/2e using a simulation argument; see Figure 4.3 for an illustration. Since the two types of algorithms
are essentially equivalent up to a factor two, it suffices to analyse the
case of one-sided algorithms. Note that the T (n, c) also gives the time
complexity of reducing the number of colours from n to c in directed rooted
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v
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x4

v outputs A(x0 , . . . , x4 )
u
(b)

x0

x1

x2

x3

x4

u outputs B(x0 , . . . , x4 )
Figure 4.3. The correspondence between one- and two-sided algorithms. Algorithm A is a
t-round two-sided algorithm and B is a 2t-round one-sided algorithm. Both
gather the same amount of information. After all nodes have gathered 2t + 1
colours on the path (including its own colour), they can either apply A or B to
produce a valid colouring. The ﬁgure is adapted from Publication III.

trees [108], which is a typical subroutine in many distributed algorithms.
For simplicity, we consider only one-sided algorithms from now on.
Proof strategy.

The exact lower bound is derived as follows:

1. Use speed-up arguments to argue that given any one-sided c-colouring
algorithm running in t rounds, we can construct a (2c − 2)-colouring
algorithm that runs in t − 1 rounds. That is, T (n, c) − 1 ≥ T (n, 2c − 2).
2. For small values of n, establish exact lower bounds on the number of
rounds needed for 3-colouring.
3. Show that any 16-colouring algorithm is at most two rounds faster
than any 3-colouring algorithm. That is, T (n, 16) ≤ T (n, 3) − 2.
The ﬁrst step is essentially a slightly reﬁned version of Linial’s technique [85, 90], which is by now well-established in the literature [13, 35,
103, 111, 114]. We now discuss the last two steps, where so-called neighbourhood and successor graphs are analysed to obtain the exact bounds.

4.3.2

Neighbourhood and successor graphs

We now overview the main combinatorial structures for devising upper
and lower bounds for distributed graph colouring: neighbourhood graphs
and successor graphs.
Neighbourhood graphs.

The notion of neighbourhood graphs was intro-

duced in Linial’s seminal paper [90] and has since then been a useful concept in the study of distributed graph algorithms [64, 71, 77, 82, 98, 108].
In the context of graph colouring, the idea is to capture the performance of
colour reduction algorithms by analysing a certain family of neighbourhood
graphs. More speciﬁcally, bounding the chromatic number of a neighbour-
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hood graph also bounds the time complexity of distributed colour reduction
algorithms.
To construct a neighbourhood graph, fix the running time t and the
number of input colours n for a colour reduction algorithm. Intuitively,
the graph represents the adjacency relation of all possible input neighbourhoods. More specifically, the nodes in the neighbourhood graph
Nn,t = (V, E) correspond to the input labelings that the algorithm can
encounter, that is, all possible n-coloured (t + 1)-paths

V = {(x0 , . . . , xt ) 2 [n]t+1 : xi 6= xi+1 for 0  i < t}.
There is an edge between two neighbourhoods x, y 2 V if xi+1 = yi , that is,
the two coloured neighbourhoods x and y can appear next to each other in
some coloured path (x0 , . . . , xt+1 ).
It is now easy to see that the graph Nn,t is c-colourable if and only if there

exists a t-round colouring algorithm that reduces the number of colours
from n to at most c in any input graph. If there exists a t-round colour
reduction algorithm from n to c colours, we can assign the colour A(x) to
each node x 2 V in the neighbourhood graph. For the other direction, if

there exists a proper c-colouring ' : V ! [c] of the neighbourhood graph,

each node (in the distributed system) can gather its local neighbourhood x
in t rounds and output the value '(x).
While Linial [90] characterised the chromatic number of neighbourhood
graphs analytically, it is also possible to explicitly compute the chromatic

number of neighbourhood graphs for fixed parameter values n and t [108].
This is often useful to obtain fast algorithms for small values of n and t,
but also to lower bound the running time of colour reduction algorithms.
For example, Publication III uses this approach to show that T (16, 3)

3,

which can be used to establish the exact lower bound for small values of n.
Successor graphs.

Publication III introduces the notion of successor

graphs, which is reminiscent of neighbourhood graphs. Here the idea
is that we fix a c-colouring algorithm A, but consider the outputs of A. This
allows us to bound the running time of algorithms that start with any
number n of initial colours.
The successor graph S of an algorithm A is defined as follows. The set [c]

of output colours of algorithm A is used as the set of nodes for the successor
graph S. The edges of S are obtained by considering all possible outputs

produced by algorithm A. For any two colours x, y 2 [c], there exists an

edge (x, y) in the successor graph if in some communication graph there
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exists an edge (u, v) such that the node v outputs colour y and the node u
outputs colour x when executing algorithm A (here, v is the successor of u).
The idea is to start with an optimal 3-colouring algorithm A = A0 that
runs in t rounds and iteratively apply the speedup lemma to attain faster
colouring algorithms with larger output colour palettes. Thus, we get
new algorithms A1 , . . . , At , where algorithm Ak+1 outputs the colours from
the set Ck+1 ✓ 2Ck . For each algorithm Ak , we can then construct its
corresponding successor graph Sk .

Similarly to neighbourhood graphs, the successor graphs also exhibit a

connection between the chromatic number and existence of algorithms:
if there exists a proper

k -colouring

' : Ck ! [

a -colouring algorithm that runs in t

k]

of Sk , then ' Ak gives

k rounds. Thus, if we take an

optimal 3-colouring algorithm A with running time t = T (n, 3), it can be
shown that T (n,

k)

 T (n, 3)

k where

k

is the chromatic number of the

successor graph Sk obtained from Ak .

Since any 3-colouring algorithm A must use all three colours in some

outputs (for example, if the input consists of an odd cycle), we can start
from A0 = A and explicitly construct the algorithms Ak for each 1  k  t
and their successor graphs Sk . In particular, this will work regardless of

the choice of n, as the successor graph only considers the output colours.
Thus, we can explicitly compute the chromatic number of Sk by using e.g.
a SAT solver or some other means.

It turns out that S2 has a chromatic number of 16. Thus, we have that

T (n, 16)  T (n, 3) 2 implying that a 16-colouring algorithm can be at most

two rounds faster than any 3-colouring algorithm. Using this result, it is
possible to show the exact lower bound for 3-colouring by first using speedup arguments to bound the number of rounds needed to compute a 16colouring. In a sense, this is an application of the “isolate-and-generalise”
technique to computationally solve a base case for an impossibility result.
Although the above key lemma was first obtained by a computational
analysis of the successor graphs, Publication III also gives a “hand-written”
proof of the same result.
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5. Conclusions

In this thesis, we studied two foundational fault-tolerant coordination
primitives for distributed computing: counting and colouring. We developed new techniques for the counting problem and showed that there exist
fast and communication-efficient counting (digital clock synchronisation)
algorithms. As the algorithms are both self-stabilising and tolerate the optimal number of Byzantine faulty nodes, they are extremely robust against
failures: they tolerate transient failures that can force the system into an
arbitrary state and permanent failures that induce arbitrary behaviour in
some nodes.
In particular, our new algorithms have exponentially smaller state and
message size compared to prior work. Furthermore, we developed techniques that can be used to further reduce the number of bits communicated
during and after stabilisation and showed how to apply the counting algorithms to a large family of graphs.
It is known that counting is at least as hard as consensus, as counting
algorithms can be used to solve consensus in exactly the same running time
and message size. In the other direction, the results in this thesis show
that consensus can be used to solve counting with only a constant overhead
in the round complexity and polylogarithmic overhead in message size.
However, already for the case f = 1, it is unknown if counting can be
solved in time f + 1 similarly to consensus. Therefore, an interesting open
problem is to chart whether counting is strictly harder than consensus, that
is, does the additional requirement of self-stabilisation make agreement
truly harder.
Recently, we have refined [87] the techniques presented in this thesis to
yield sublinear-time randomised algorithms and improved message size of
O(log f ) bits for deterministic algorithms, and also applied our techniques
to other fault models and the self-stabilising firing squad problem [47]. In
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the light of these advancements, our techniques may also prove useful in
improving algorithms for yet other fault-tolerant synchronisation problems
such as the pulse synchronisation problem [38, 43, 45].
Another aspect present in this work was computational algorithm design:
we developed and employed techniques that automatically derive fast
and small-state self-stabilising and Byzantine fault-tolerant algorithms.
In addition, we applied computational techniques to attain exactly tight
bounds for the round complexity of distributed graph colouring in directed
cycles, paths and trees, which is a fundamental symmetry-breaking and
scheduling primitive in distributed graph algorithms.
These computational algorithm design techniques show promise in the
design and improvement of other types of distributed algorithms as well.
Subsequent to our work, Bloem et al. [22] have developed a general framework for synthesising self-stabilising and Byzantine fault-tolerant algorithms. In particular, while they replicate and extend our synthesis results
from Publication I, their framework is not restricted to only synthesising
counting algorithms, but instead, the desired behaviour of the synthesised
algorithms can be specified in the language of linear time temporal logic.
In our other work [71], we have used a variant of neighbourhood graph
techniques to synthesise randomised optimisation algorithms for finding
large and small cuts. In general, finding concise combinatorial structures
that capture the existence of algorithms seem to be the key in the applicability of these techniques. Exploring the possibilities of such structures and
problems that admit them may be a promising avenue of further research.
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Errata

Publication I
p. 316: Theorem 1 should have a strict inequality f < n/3.
p. 324: Equation (33) should have P + and P

swapped in the disjunctions.
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